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LOCAL AFFAIRS

Liberty National Bank

NEW

Succotlor to the Currill National Bank

OF ELLSWORTH

Liberty National Hank.
Silvy & Linnehan, Inc.
George M | on. Bluehill.
Smith’s Sanitary Market.
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.

Financing the Men Who Are
Behind the Nation’s Business—
J

oil

are

Ellsworth friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Burleigh Davidson of Lafayette.
Ind., extend congratulations on the
birth of a daughter on Jan. 31. Mrs.
Davidson was Miss Leah Friend of

Ellsworth.
Rev. George T. Jones of Warwick,

Registered mail should be at postoffice half

NKW

hour before mail

closes.

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS

WEEK

an

WEATHER
I

Tomatoes,
Superba String Beans,

Bee Brand

can

jgc

....

can.

Oakmont Corn, can ..
Libby’s Pork and Beans, can

09c
20c
20c

....

Libby’s Spinach, can
Superba Dandelions, can
'Bee Brand Peas, can.
Superba Horticultural Beans, can
Swifts Shortening, pound

.....
.....

26c

....
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Casrt and

Carry

Grocer,

v

Ellsworth

A
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IT PAYS TO TRADE AT THIS STORE
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Pat'ern* and Publications.

Kleineits Jiffy Baby Hants, medium and large sizes
59c
5 lb rolls of Cotton Batting. When
spead out it
measures 72 x fU in, per roll
S5c
This
the last ease we can sell at this price.
New Colored Beads for Trimming, in green, light
blue, red, coral, aliee blue and black, per bottle
lOc
Handsome Heather Mixtures in Good Shepherd
Sco ch Yarns, per ball
65c
i tieeked
Pastoial Suitings. Fine for children's
dresses, ‘M in wide, a yard only
49c
"ur Kimono and Bungalow
Aprons are priced at about
I '* they would cost to produce them on the
present
miiket. Better look them over. They are sure to cost
mine later on.

FARMS WANTED
1 am

having calls

and

around
farms, small
er

by writing

for farms on Mt. Desert Island
Frenchman’s bay. Parties having
or large, may be able to find a custom
me.

CHARLES B. PINEO
bar

HARBOR,

...

MAINE

CEDAR WANTED
We

in the market for Cedar for railroad ties,
and posts.
Will buy in the round, or hewn two
sides. If you have any cedar, it will
you to see
are

pay

us now.

We

are

paying top market price.
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Lvgonia lodge. F. and A. II., will
work the first degree to-morrow evening.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Edward Downey
are receiving congratulations on the
birth, Monday, of a son.
Mrs. H. E. Randlett of Hartland,
who has been visiting relatives here,
has returned to her home.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
James Kenyon last Thursday, on the
thirteenth anniversary of the birth
of their elder son.
Rev. J. 11. Coy, pastor of the Baptist church, is attending a special
meeting of the United Baptist Convention in Waterville to-day. He expects to return home to-night.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Leach, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry E. Rowe and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert P. King attended the
Knights Templar ball at Bar Harbor

Monday night.
The annual installation
banquet
and reception of Blanquefort cominandery, K. T., will take place next
Tuesday evening. The banquet will
be at 6.30, followed by the installation ceremonies and dancing.
Ellsworth
friends
extend
congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence A. Brewer of Waterville on the
birth of a daughter, Frances Louise,
born February 2.
Mrs. Brewer, before her marriage, was Miss Myrtle
Camber of Ellsworth.
A. W. Cleaves
& Bro. of North
Hancock
have
recently
bought,
through L. E. Treadwell, agent for
the international Harvester Co. of
America, a 10-20 horsepower Titan
tractor.
r he
tractor will be used
for power for a lath mill which they
are about ready to start.
Mrs. Fred A. Orcutt, who is visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Strout at
Stockton, Cal., writes that she received The Ellsworth American on
January 23, and sat on the porch
and read it.
The lawns are as
green as they are in Maine the last
of May or first of June.
It might
be added that California has nothing
on Maine—the leaves here are simply out of sight.
Ellsworth basket-ball fans were
again disappointed by the cancellation of a game, when the game
scheduled between the Bar Harbor
and Ellsworth high school teams for
last Friday evening was called off
because of the storm, and through no
fault of either team or managers.
There will be no cancellation of the
big game scheduled for Friday evening of this week between Ellsworth
A. A. and Pine Tree A. A. of Orono.

MAGIC WATER I
good

clothes,

Ellsworth, Maine

for

washing

and will

re-

mildew, iron
rust, ink, grease and
move

fruit stains from the
finest fabtics with-

injury if
useil according
out

to direction.

IT WILL ALSO
REMOVE
all stains from
bath tubs, lavataries, closets

sinks, lloors.
nfn
CIC.

Manufactured
by the

■

MAGIC WATER CO. AUGUSTA. ME.

Subscribe

for the AMERICAN
\

J- A.

Haynes,

LOCAL DEALERS
Joy, P. E Kearns.

A- H.

Mass., will preach at the Unitarian
church next Sunday morning at
10.30.
Preaching service will be
followed by the usual session of Sunschool.
A large attendance is
day
earnestly desired.
The meeting of the woman’s club
which was to have taken place at the
home of Mrs. W. B. Mills yesterday
afternoon, was, owing to the illness
of two ladies who were on the
program.
postponed to next Tuesday
afternoon, at the same place.
A class in home nursing is to be
formed
in
Ellsworth,
with
Miss
Helen
Gould,
Red
county
Cross
as
nurse,
instructor.
All
persons
desiring to join this class should
communicate at once with Mrs. B. S
Jellison, Ellsworth Falls.
This is a
most opportune time for such a class,
with grip and influenza threatening.
News was received in
E’jsworth
to-day of the death at Colunfbus. O.,
w**

.10

snow

The Thursday club will meet this
week with Mrs. F. H. Macomber.
The literature club will meet with
Mrs. H. E. Rowe February 16.

MOOR & FOSTER
Block

afternoon
fair

24—

is

Office—Manning

ELLSWORTH.

Ending u» Midnight Tuesday
Fel*. 10, 1940.
taken
at
| From observations
the powei
station of the Bar Harbor & Union River
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight. |
Weather
Precipcondition*
itation
Temperature
**r
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Sbbcrtisements.

Green Mountain Pomona grange
will meet with Nicoltn grange Saturday, Feb. 21.
There will be a public supper at
the Unitarian vestry Wednesday evening of next week.
The Methodist club will have a
birthday social and entertainment in
the vestry Thursday evening, Feb.
26.
Ellsworth and Bluehill friends are
congratulations to
Mr.
and Mrs. E.t E. Chase on the arrival
of a daughter born Feb. 2, in Portland.

MAILS RECEIVED
From West—6.47 a. m.; 4.31 p. m.
From East—11.11 a. m.; 6.27 p. m
MAILS CLOSE AT POSTOFFICE.
Going West—10.40 a. m.; 6.00 p. m.
Going East—6.16 a. m.; 4.00 p. m.

us.

^

'I

extending

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
Kllaworth Pontofllre.

numbered aiming those who are
proposing to do bigger and
1 broader things in this day of
Reconstruction you surely will want
to avail yourself of the splendid advantage of this bank which has
the resources of the Federal Reserve System with
gold reserves of
*2.-■no,000,000 behind it. Come in and talk it over with
F

ADVERTISEMENTS.

J. A. Haynes.
M. L. Adams.
Legal Notices.
Cote's Magic Water.
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Clark of the University of
Mrs. Clark’s maiden name
was
Elizabeth Bod fish, of Palmer,
Mass., and she was married to Prof.
Clark about two years ago.
Death
followed a short illness of influenza
and pneumonia.
Her parents were
visiting her at the time. She leaves
also one brother.
Prof. Clark is a
grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs
Augustus W. Clark of Ellsworth
Sympathy of Ellsworth friends is
extended to the husband and family.
Superintendent Kenyon of the
Carroll Felt Shoe Co. factory will
leave to-night for Boston, hoping to
expedite the shipment of material
and machinery that,
owing to the
freight embargo and the snow embargo, has delayed the speeding up
of the factory.
He hopes to have
the factory running with a full crew
in a week or ten days.
Mr. Carroll
is here this week for a few days. He
expresses satisfaction at the progress
made at the factory.
The funeral of Herbert F. Foster
was held Sunday at the home of his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Austin M. Foster, Rev. R. B. Mathews officiating.
It was a masonic funeral, Mr. Foster
being a thirty-second degree Mason,
a member of Lygonia
lodge here and
of the higher lodges in
Texas, where
he was stationed during the war.
His widow and his sister, Mrs. D. L.
Yale, accompanied the body here, together with his parents, who were
with him in Boston at the end.
A large section of the roof of the
Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works
garage on
Water street collapsed
early Friday morning under the
w-eight of the snow. A section of
the roof the full width of the
garage
and some thirty or forty feet
long,
buckled down in the middle and
about midway of the garage. Fortunately it was partially supported by
the sidewalls and timbers, and no
damage was done to cars stored in
the garage. The continuing snow and
rain Friday night added to the difficulty of straightening out the wreck,
but by Sunday the roof was temporarily in place. The damage will be
win
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All honest labor has its

Bank with

I

flowing river,
people follow the lines of least resistance
and spend all their surplus cash for luxuries.
Drifting is easy but
accomplishment requires determination. Decide to save all you can
Start an account with the Hancock County
Savings Bank.
some

a

Hancock

County Savings Bank

■CTlsworth,
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tapeey,

CO.

General Insurance and Real Estate
TAPLEY BUILDING,
ELLSWORTH, MAINE
Telephone.:

j g£?dVnce 144_

WATCH AND JEWELRY REPAIRING
ARE

YOUR

DIAMONDS

SAFE?

It pays to have them examined
occasionally to he sure they
wearing loose. I will gladly do this free of charge.
Diamond Setting and Remounting

a

not

are

Specialty

Work sent by mall will be promptly done and returned

H. C.

JORDAN, 'Jeweler

ELLSWORTH.Maine

YOU CAN BET YOUR LAST DOLLAR
that your “kiddie has his eye and heart on
the new SKI-BOB at the hardware store of

Silvy & Linnehan, Inc.
Let the kiddies coast on the snow, not wait
for icy streets, with dangerous traffic. It
costs $10, and is worth double the price in
the fun it. gives the children, and the protection it affords them. Full line of fine

quality

Snow Shoes and Ski', Hardware, Automobile Accessories and

Sundries, Paints, Oils

and Varnishes

The New Hardware Store In the

A.
119

Whiting

Block

THOMPSON

IVIAIISI STREET

F~irMarin© and Automobile Insursoc©

Representing
Equitable F’ir©
OF

and

Marine Insurance Co,

HARTFORD, CONN.

C. C. BURRILL

&

SON

—Established 1867—

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
representing

some

of

the

leading companies

of this and

foreign

countiie

Edward H. Baker
Graduate Cptometrist and Registered Eye Specialist
^
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COMING EVENTS.

worth reunion.

E?~

WHY BE A DRIFT
Like

[

Ell sworth,Maine

or

-o--

Friday evening, Feb. 13, at Board
of Trade hall, 698
Massachusetts
ave., (Central Square) Cambridge,
Mass.
Thirteenth annual Lamoine
reunion.
Tickets, 50 cents.
Thursday evening, Feb. 26, at
Methodist vestry—Birthday social.
Friday evening, Feb. 27, at Paul
Revere hall, Boston—Annual Ells-

_

Union Biust Company’

at

on

Surplus and profits, $160,00,»
_

comparatively slight.

[Continued

i

us.

Capital, $100,000

Ohio.

AJDert H. Lullam died
Thursday
his home on the Shore road, at the
of
age
seventy-one years.
Mr. Lullam was born in Ellsworth, a son of
the late George Lullam.
This city
had always been his home, though
for some years he was employed
away, for a short time in Wisconsin
and for several years in Berlin Mills,
N. H.
During his residence in Wisconsin he was married, his wife dying a year later, leaving an infnt
daughter who was brought up in the
home of relatives in the West.
This
daughter, Mrs. Bertha Kettler of
Lau Clairof Wis., was with her father
during the last two weeks of his illness,
He leaves also one brother,
John Lullam, with whom he lived.
The funeral was held at St. Joseph's
Catholic church Saturday morning.
The good work for the high school
building fund started by Albert Davis and .James Carney is being continued by them and other pupils of
the high school.
They are setting a
pace that older ones will find it hard
to keep up with.
Last Saturday afternoon they gave another dance at
of
Knights
Columbus hall.
Music
was furnished by Miss
Walker, Charlotte Whitcomb, Marion Lord and
Hazel
Giles,
piano, and Alfred
Morang and Kenneth Rich, violins
The sum of $19.05 was realized, including a donation of $10 from A. H,
Norris which was much appreciated.
The money was turned over to the
treasurer of the High School Building association. Next Saturday afternoon the same students will give
a valentine party, and in the
evening

just reward.

Now while you are earning money is the time
to save a portion of it. If you do this
you are building well for the future.

At

Office

Over Moore's Drag Store
every day until further notice.
Telephone, 146-11.

If you have no special trouble except failing sight, try my $6.60 warranted frame, with first quality lenses.

Front Offices to Rent
over;moore's

pharmacy

SHOPPING
Mrs.

Harriet C. Davis begs to announce to the people of Hancock county that she is at their service to shop
for any goods not procurable In their
own

HOT WATER HEATANO TOILET

locality.

Address

References.

Hotel

Brunswick,

Boston.

►

MUTUAL
Edited

OVER-EATING

BENEFIT COLUMN.
by “An*t Madge."

MOTTO:—HELPFUL AND HOPEFUL.

is the root of nearly all digestive
evils. If your digestion is weak or
out o! kilter, better eat less and use

The purposes of this column are
succinctly stated in the title and motto
—it is for the mutual benefit, and aims
Being for
to be helpful and hopeful.
the common good it is for the common
use—a public servant, a purveyor ot
information and suggestions, a medium
for the interchange of ideas, in this capacity it solicits communications, and
its success depends largely on the supComport given it in this respect.
munications must be signed, but the
name of writer will not be orinted exCommunications
cept by permission.
will be subject to approval or rejection
by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason.
Address all communications to The
American. Ellsworth, Me.

Ki'MOIDS

the new aid to better digestion.
Pleasant to take—effective. Lot
Ki-molds help straighten out your
digestive troubles.
MADS. BY SCOTT ft SOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTT'S EM J LSI CM

19-lA

INFLUENZA
starts with a Cold

|

each
famous:
1, Caesar. 2. Grant.
5, Garabaldl.
3.
Helen.
4. Confucius.
8.
Socrates.
7. Cleopatra.
6.
Peary.
9.
Dreyfus. 10. Cavell. 11. Howells.
Zenobia.
14.
Living12, Schiller. 13,
stone.
15, Damon and Pythias. 16,
Penn,
Tamerlane.
17, Franklin. 18.

ALMOST CRAZED
BT HEADACHES

19,

Kill the Cold. At the first
take

j

You cannot mistake the words of Mr. W. W. Northrop, of 90S Fourth
Sioux City, Iowa. He is enthusiastic about his present health and
the merits of PE-RU-NA and wants everyone to know it Here is a recent letter from him

Street,

|

!

*

|

*

menee.

true;

Weight In Gold

Worth Its

Marlboro.

are

aaya

PERUNA

20. Patti.
--o-

Gleason
Bradbury is suffering
Mr. Bradfrom a serious hernia.
bury contracted this while cutting
wood.
Lamoiners” come to Marlboro ocdone,
hate
to
casionally
things
Hoyt Smith and Rufus Hodgkins are
hauling cedar to the McIntyre shingle mill.
Springer A Stratton, weirmen. are
early considering the weirhuildlng
operation, although more Ice is In
A great deal of
sight than water.
preliminary labor is required before
actual driving of stakes can com-

“FRUIT A TIVES” I. The Only
Remedy That Gava Lasting Relief

THE MIRROR OF LIFE.
loyal hearts, there are spirits
bra\ e.
There are souls that are pure and

There

Clay.

City, Iowa,

A Voioe From Sioux

“FE-RU-NA Is worth Its weight In gold
and then pome. I used to think it only a woman's remedy but have changed my mind.
I had a cou^h, especially in the morning.
After using half a tottlc of PE-RU-NA Was
much better. 1 w ould cough up chunks of
phlegm and mucus, roy eyes itched and both
ered mo. Judging from the symptoms given
in your almanac it was catarrh.
My stomach
Is in much 1 ettcr condition since using your
medicine.**

Brown A Ford, local farmers, are
working out plans for quite an
hills
operation in crops the coming season.
They have not given out the in“Use this testimonial. If you wish. Don't
Give love, and love to your life will
formation. but it is thought potahesitate to advertise the merits of PI-RU-NA."
ttil-aa
NELLIE
WILLIAMS
flow.
toes w ill have their more serious atA strength in your utmost need;
(Signed) W. W. NORTHRUP.
tention.
However, they have a good j
North Dicrhton, Mass.
Have faith and a score of hearts will
Boston market for green beans and ;
show
“Since a young girl, I have suffered
peas, and will, without doubt, handle
Their faith in your word and deed.
There are thousands just like Mr. Northrup, skeptical at first but
Standard cold remedy for 20 year*
a large amount of these crops.
with Sick Headaches, and at times I
tablet form—safe, sure, no
—-:a
convinced by a trial of PE-RU-NA.
A friendly but spirited rivalry has
was almost crazy with the pain.
piates—breaks up a cold in 24 1 Give, truth and your gift will be paid
My
existed here relative to egg-proDON’T BE AN UNBELIEVER.
urs—relieves gr-.p in 3 day*,
in kind.
mother tried even thing she could
duction.
One of the enthusiasts,
tfoney back if it fails. The
If your trouble is of a catarrhal nature, try PE-RU-NA, then tell your
And honor will honor meet;
i hear of, yet she was never able to
genuine box has a Red
who
had
ainhitions
to
be
a
leader,
get
Hill’a
friends. It is fine after an attack of grip or Spanish Flu.
with
Mr.
And a smile that is sweet will surely
cp
was
sure
his
flock
was
to
do
me
producing.
anything
picture.
any good.
find
He
At All Dram Stmn*
Six months ago, someone told me | But he found not the fruit.
Bold
Tablets or Liquid
A smile that is just as sweet.
swore vengeance on rats and weasels,
j
about‘Fruit-a-tives* and I got a box
>
A
TOR CATARRH AND CATARRHAL CONDITIONS
close watch followed; biddy went
<
j
For life is the
and
mirror of king
and obtained much relief.
!o her nest as only a gentle hen will
slave—
I
Now
do.
and
laid
her
!
and
to
‘Fruit-a-tives’
gently
in
the
egg.
’Tis just what we are and do;
keep
Then give to the world the best that
house all the time ; in fact I would I ;he observer's great chagrin, gently I
West Franklin.
Marlaville.
devoured
it.
you have.
not be without them. I cannot speak I
Dr. C. C. Morrison of Bar Harbor
Mrs. O. W. Ford. Marlboro's school
Elinor Bradbury of Rvefield vis- ;
And the best will come back to you.
too highly of ‘Fruit-a-tives’ as this is
has
a
this town, his childfarm
In
was
teacher,
in Bangor last week. ited her cousins. Ronald and Ruth
—Sent by L. O. T.
hood home, and keeps a large herd
the one remedy that truly helped me.
Mrs. Ford has been suffering from a ; Bradbury, last week.
He also has a
foot trouble.
Gerald MacKenzie. who has a po- of registered cows.
I am always glad to recommend
Dear M. B. Friends:
;
Freinds of Mrs. Caroline Grover, : sition as chemist in the Oxford paper maple orchard, and all modern imI was about to write this sentence
You Get Action with Mustarine—It
’Fruit-a-tives’ to anyone suffering
who is spending the winter with her j mill at Rumford, is spending a few provements for making his maple
Drives Out Pain in Half the Time
“Everyone knows that the thought
with Headaches and hope that those
He has 1.200
son. Harry Bragdon. in Millinocket.
] syrup and sugar.
days with his parents here.
it Takes other Remedies—It’s
I of the poem is true,” then I hesitated
who
read
about
learn that she will return here in |
will
Friends here were grieved to learn young apple trees, all bearing fruit,
my experience
a bit. and began to wonder if everythe Quickest Pain Killer
the spring.
Mrs. Grover is enjoying of the death of Henry Ball of Han- undohipped last fall several hundred
on Earth.
! one did believe it. and if they did.
profit by it and try Truit-a-tives’.”
good health, but allows Marlboro is cock.
He had relatives and many i barrels of apples.
why did they not live up to it. I
Miss NELLIE WILLIAMS,
Feb. 2.
the place for a contented mind.
F.
friends here.
suppose in that case this world would
Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Hodgkins,
50c. a box, 6 for $2.50 trial size 25c.
Mary Lambert, widow of George
be
altogether too comfortable a
Stops coughing almost instantly: ends
Mrs.
Marian
who
Dunham
is
were
r
sore
burned out last week, los- Orcutt. died Feb. 6. at the home of
throat and chest colds orright.
visiting
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES
place in which to live. Some folks
Nothing like it for neuralgia, lumbag
ing all their effects, are living with her daughter. Mrs. Alden Ryder, her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Atwood
would fear that in a few decades soneuritis and to speedily drive away rheuN Y
limited,
OUDENSBURG,
at
Otis.
She
Mr.
Edgcomb.
is
illness
after
of
an
one
week.
accomHodgkins'
only
parents.
matic pains and reduce swollen joints.
They plan,
| iety would develop into a mutual
Mustarine
s
the original non-blistering I admiration
however, to keep house again in the She was born seventy-four years ago panied by her little twin daughters.
affair; or perhaps into
prescription tha* takes the place but is
Mrs. Marian Jordan, who has been
near future.
at Freeport, but most of her married
an excess of amiability so great that
10 times as elficient as grandmother's o!d;
doing some thinking.
Feb. 7.
life was spent here.
She was a afflicted for several years with can*
*
*
fashioned mustard plaster.
it would be really necessary to Im“Jane.”
Use
it for
Mr
valued member of the Methodist cer on her face. Is failing.
sprains, strains, brnises. sore muscles, j port a few acid elements to preserve ANSWERS TO AUTHORS OF BOOKS.
Emstiff
neck,
swellings,
sore,
painful ot
church, devoted to her family, and ma Warren is with her.
1. Stevenson.
Hancock Point.
fr< sted feet and chilblains.
2.
Dumas.
3.
IV sure it’s j a “balanced ration" in everyday life,
Hugo.
will be greatly missed by her neighHarry Goodwin of Waltham, who
j Anyway, it would be quite safe to 4. Goethe. 5. Dickens. 6. Thackery.
I’-gy s Mustarine in the yellow box.
The bad storm of last week made
1 live up to the standard set by the 7. Hawthorne. 8. Dante. 9. Drum- roads impassable. No mail was re- bors, as she was ever ready to aid in is driving Clarence Brewer's team, is
times
of
need.
She
leaves one hauling hark to Ellsworth.
) poem, for it is true, whether we ac- mond. 10. Goldsmith. 11. Scott. 12. ceived at South
Hancock or Hancock
E. C. Dunham is working at Jackdaughter. Mrs. Delia Ryder, a son,
knowledge or deny it.
13.
Orvantes.
Byron.
14.
Point
Longfeloffices
Saturday.
| low. 15. Stowe.
Fred Orcutt. of this town, and one man this winter.
16.
Mrs. H. M. Hodgkins returned
Tennyson. 17.
E. G. Frost is with his nephew,
T.
Charles
Lambert
of
brother.
I hope the good sister who wrote
Homer.
18.
Ibsen.
Virgil. 19.
20, from Augusta and Hinckley WednesFreeport: also two grandchildren Eiwood Frost.
me the incident 1 am giving you here,
Bunvan.
day.
John
and three great-grandchildren.
The
Frazier, who has been at
will forgive me for making use of
Those of you who read The AmeriMrs. Lucy Ball was called to Banit, as it came in a personal letter. can Magazine will not be interested gor last week by the serious illness funeral whs held at the Methodist John Jordan's this winter, was called
Rev.
J.
E.
Blake
the death of his brother
church.
by
It is “too good to keep,” and I’ll in these
officiating. away
questions, but because some of her mother. Mrs. Crimmin. and
Alden Ryder came from East M«Feb. 6.
F.
not attach her name to it.
of you read that magazine. I did not
her brother-in-law. Selwyn Penney.
chias to attend the funeral of his
I remember the first composition I
-e-—oask for answers.
I am wondering
Hervey
Scammon. Albert Gordon wife's
had to write in school and pass in to
mother. Mrs. Mary Orcutt.
if you care for more of this “general and H. M. Hodgkins are hauling to
Subscribe for The Amero
i
the
master.
I
laugh every time I
Feb. 9,
"Echo."
After you eat—alway3 take
$1.50 a year in advance
knowledge.” I venture to give one Mt. Desert Ferry, pulpwood recently
think of it. yet I can't for the life of
cut
more list out of the twenty given by
from a syndicate lot joining
me tell or remember the subject, but
j
Dr. Crane.
He relates this anec- William Gallison's place.
I do remember the last two words, and
dote:
Andrew Partridge and w ife are
how they must have looked to the
When Mrs. Newrich returned from
with Mrs. Gertrude Lounder.
Mrs.
your stomach's sake)
master
It was like this—you see it
Europe she was asked if she had seen Partridge is in poor health.
must have been a serious
Instantly relieves Heartburn. BloMed Gansubject, for the Dardenelles. and replied: “No. we
This community was saddened by
Feeling. Stops indtsreation, food •curing, reas I closed it. I wrote:
“Oh. Solomon
were
so
the death on Friday morning of SelWe called, but they
sorry.
peating, and all the many miseries caused b_
thought." meaning, of course, solemn were not in.”
wyn Penney at his home in Bangor,
though, but I was careless. I suppose,
In this list of names, for what was
of pnuemonia.
He was the only son
and the theme I was asked to write
of Colin A. and Edith < Baker I PenEATONIC is the best remedy. Tsnsof thouabout must have struck me very seriney of this place and was about forty
sand-* wonderfully benefited. Positively guarously. It doesn't seem to me. however,
.* to
please or we wlH refund money
years of age.
He went to Bangor
u:.i get a L:; Lex today. You w;J aee.
that I needed to ask Mr. Solomon to
a
THK DIAMOND BRAND.
several years ago. and had employl.ndi< ■»! Ank your D'ujfcUt for /A
think about it.
E. G. MUOKE, 53 MA1X ST*.
Good thing I did not
ment
with the Jones Cracker ManuC bl-cbwMer’u DlunmndUmn-' '/VV
have to read it myself.
It was passed
rills in Red and bold a
I facturing Co.,
/
Ellsworth, Maine
holding a responsible
t tr.,
-ith b;
V
back to me. corrected of course, and
Take »o other. Buy «*» vih:.- V
position.
Mr.
Penney had many
DruccUt. Akf rill I-t 111 k-TF.R-S
| it made good kindling.
friends in his home town and in
DIAMOND BRAND PlLl.S' rJf
Subscribe for The American
About this time there is a Mr. Soloknown
At
as Best. Safest.
wav* Relial-le
Bangor who regret his early death.
years
$1.50 Per Yea-*
mon before the public who must bt
Besides his father, who was with
SOLD BY DRIOGISTS EVERYWHERE
him during his illness and death, he
leaves a widow, who was Miss Rosa
Crimmin of Eastbrook. and to whom
I
he had been married but a few years.
"
Much sympathy is expressed for the
bereaved father, and to the griefstricken widow, upon whom a double
a
affliction has fallen, the heartfelt
you
sympathy of the community is extended.
Friday evening Mrs. Penney’s mother. Mrs. John Crimmin.
who had made her home with this
daughter since her husband’s death,
several years ago, passed away, after
being ill but afewdaysof pneumonia.
She
leaves three sons and two
daughters Double funeral services
were held Sunday in the
Bangor
home.
The bodies will be brought
to Hancock to-day.
Feb- 9M R.
the world the best that
you have
And the best will come back to you.
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COLD ON CHEST

AND SORE THROAT
ENDED OVERNIGHT
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Sleep ?

i

Does
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f Have

you tried it

lately?

It has
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Will stop the tickle that makes you cough.

Sedgwick.

William Tell
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t\eare

continually experimenting—always

striving

to make William Tell a finer and

j
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4

better dour.
^°nie

changes just completed, involving
rednements in our machinery and

new

methods,
nearer

?

qcality.
Try it

have

brought

us

to perfection in color
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I.'. S. Cutter Ossipee went through
the ice in the Reach last Wednesday
preceding the steamer May Archer.
Florence Young, who has been
employed in Thomaston the past
winter, returned home Wednesday.
The school in the village closed
for
five
Thursday
weeks.
The
teacher. Miss Ella Condon of South
Brooksville, will spend the vacation
at her home.
R. A. Bracey, who is employed as
chef at the Preble house. Portland
returned to his work Thursday.
Mrs. Nellie Robbins, who is in the
employ of the California Perfume
Co., left for Lowell, Mass., Thursday.
Eggemoggin lodge, F. and A. M.,
held its annual installation Wednesday evening. Feb. 4. P. M. Theodore A. Smith was installing
officer,
with P. M. J. A. Hooper as
grand
marshal.
A banquet was served at
6.30 by Mr. and Mrs. J. F.
Gray,
which was all that could be desired.
After the installation, an
program was

Feb. 9.
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Better tell your Grocer today—William Tell
It costs no more to use the best.
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WHITCOMB, HAYNES & WHITNEY
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enjoyed.

interesting
“Eloc.”
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4
and you’ll see the difference at once.
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_GUARANTEED
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Y

awake?

Kemp's Balsam

!

always been known as a better flour, but
today the trade says the best of all is

!

dry cough keep

H. W.
winter.

Eden.
Jellison is home

for the

Llewellyn Jordan has gone to
Costigan to work.
The farmers are wishing for rain
as several wells are
dry and all are

very low.
Miss M. M. Leland was home last
week from Bar Harbor.
B. V. Grant and Lewis
Garland
were in Ellsworth last week.
Mr.
Garland purchased a heavy work
horse.
Mrs. H. B. Gilbert and Mrs. C. 8.
Higgins of West Eden visited their
sister, Mrs. F. B. Allen, last week.
Feb. 6.
V.
-o-

Subscribe for The American
$1.60 Per Year

That Popular
Dri*tk
much used
nowadays in placeof coffee
~so

~

ySTANT

POSTUM
Sold at the
fair

price

same

always. No raise.
M grocers everywhere
as

Made by
Postum Cereal
Company
Battle

Creek..Mtch^ao

NICK’S HARD FATE

Feel
Some mental disorders, periods of
depression, etc, are definite reactions from imperfect or sluggish
action of the digestive organs. In
1 or 2 doses of “L.F.”
Atwood’s Medicine will dispel the
and restore an active, hope-

gloom

ful mental condition, by removing
the cause. Headache powders ana
unreliable tonics may give temporary relief, but the safe, natural processes that this well-known remedy
set in action can have no harmful
effect.
It is well to keep a generous supply on hand, and to take small doses reg.
This will imularly.
general
your
prove
condition, enable you
and
to work better,
give a fuller enjoyment
There is no
of life.
cheaper health insurance. Buy a large bottle
today, 60 tcaspoonful
50
cents.
doses for
“L. F.” Medicine
Co,

Portland, Maine.

Memory Always Sweet.
0. l
17.iial. Walton, un•■ni7i'd n itron sulnt of anglers, was
Stafford. England.
Although
His

*■

■:i

I-

in his K:'e W alton tasted much sorrow,
losli
seven children and his wife,
im author .vus the center of memories
of such ttnmlzed gentleness and peace.
• ’hcrles lamh said of him:
“It might
sweeten a man's temper at any time to
read the Complent Angler’ "—a charming hook still constantly reprinted and
widely sold.

Fami'iar Phrases.
hear some one say that
they will not buy a “pig In a poke.”
For the origin of this expression we
mast go back to the Middle Ages, when
It was common In both France and
fturluad. Just ns swindlers of a more
recent time were fond of selling n
“gold brick" to the unsuspecting, so
the sharpers of an cnrliei age often
tried t<* sell a pig in a poke, or a hag.
Tie* up.wary buyer usually found afterword that the pig was a cut. and from
!:> chagrin on making this discovery
\\e get
another familiar expression,
“letting the en* out of the hag.” James
('. Young wri:»
in the Seattle Post-InTwo

\V«* often

teliigencer.
New and Old Books.
In science, rend, by preference, the
re-west works; In literature, the oldi*-'
The classic literature Is always
modern.
New hooks revive and redecorate old ideas; old books suggest
nd invigorate new
Ideas.—P.uhver
Lvtton.
Good Reason.
•Tun Ttmkins says he’s got to send
his boy
college for the reason that
the youngster has gotten to he so
smart that a college Js the only place
he’ll find an; body with brains enough
to give him an
argument.
•<

and

Of Grr-t Runalan
Mil’tyry Commrndor Meet
Amazing Romance
ef tl-.e ’.Var— His
Splendid Gc.v

err.lrhip

Is

lu-r

com!
nri

!

&old

\*pS«||y

Any Medicine in the World.
everywhere. In boxes. 10c., 25c.

'ml

\

n'’:' hoDhevikl pained control
Russia Nicholas was residing at
i iilis. where tie had been
governor order the czar and under the I,voir
He was summoned to Yalta
regime.
by the bolshevik authorities and obevod
the si,,-,s.
His t—tti.-r Ills wife.
Ids slst
.:i-!itw and other members of
his family and his suite were
Imprisoned with him. Tv/ a-y-tlve bolshevik
soldiers were detail I to guard thedisfinpulshed prisoners.
Late In the summer of 1018 It tvns
decided by the Yalta soviet to execute
nil the prisoners. The bolshevik punrds
nhsolutely declined to permit the sent nee of death to !.<* executed nnd
sent
flic firinp squad bad; to headquarters.
Three times thereafter executioners
"ere sent to kill the prisoners, hut in
each instance the ptinrd prevented the
carry inp-nut of the sentence.
V- hen the Hermans entne to Yalta
Wholes declined to permit the Hermans to enter the house that hud been
his prison, declarinp his utter lonthinp of all thlnps Herman. Soon after
fhis the allies took Yalta nnd Nicholas
was rescued.
pnvnip

rorrune

or

tne

grann

duke has hern lost.
His lands have
been confiscated.
At Milan he lives
comfortably, but very unostentatiously.

Pemacrncy owes much to Grand
Hake Nicholas,
lfe was. In fact, a
stanch upholder of the old Russian absolutism.
But first of all Nicholas was
a
Russian.
He knew Russia’s salvation depended on the vanquishing of
Germany. He was a lender of consummate skill and It Is more than probable that only bis splendid generalship
prevented Germany from winning the
war in the early stages.
His retreat
before the tremendous attack of Mnckc*;en ami IRndenburg. which resulted
ip the snv»ng of the Russian anni«<.
was one of the most notable
chapters
of the war.
Between the holshevlst Russia of today and the old autocratic Russia for
*ch Nicholas f
:'»t. practical students and statesnas find l't*ie choir#.,
but It must be admitted that tin* autocracy produced great men. wh'le
gutter communism has found only
scoundrels, for Its lenders.
In the
awarding of justice there should be
some provision for this gigantic Russian. who In 1914 and 1fi1."» prevented
Germany from marching to easy vic••

N’ot a Ontract Job.
1
INoafi d:d ih
(*si lucre of work
n
lie -h iiTest li it* that was ever
•lone I»v any man.
But Noah worked
<*n
the Job himself.
He didn’t build
tin* ark by contract. «»n the cost
pins
l»ns!s.
|b. built h himself and hoarded
himself,
if Noah had asked for bids
and let the job to I lie lowest and hem
bidder, excusing ih* contractor fm
loss of time
consequent upon Inch m
cut weather and labor disturlmn
the flood would have come and caugh:
Noah and his family without projection.
When we come to consider the
consequences of such an outcome we
oan
how grateful we ought to he
to Noah that lie worked as a work
man Instead of standing otT to one
side like a
dodgasted capitalist.—
Utica Globe.
•
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Tco Much Kindness.
The following story of the king of
the Hedjaz and his court is vouched
for by a subscriber.
Only one British
officer had at that time been received
at the court.
The table was spread.
it was six yards wide, and long in proportion, whole sheep were served and
the carvers walked up nnd down upon
the table attending to the wants of
the guests. When the hour for retiring came, relays of musicians were
told off to sing the Englishman to
sleep, and throughout the entire night
sweet uieicdy “soothed** his slumbers.
Versed in tin* ways of the East, he acho •piratify with compos
cepted tli
ure.

Bin

camp

he -lept for 24 hours.

'in

his

return

Education.
edncntert man stands, as it wore,
the midst of a boundless arsenal
and magazine, filled with all the
weapons
and engines which the skill of
men has been able to devise from the
earliest time; and he works accordingly, with a strength borrowed from
all past ages.—Carlyle.
An
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you

a cup to
regulate your bowel* to
your blood and make you strong
can

w-.thstaod

happen*
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you
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ad it
it
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EKIN'E MIXTURE
SURPRISES ELLSWORTH

F1

Quick action of simple glyce*• buckthorn
bark, etc., as mixed
in
Adler-i-ka, is surprising.
One
Wonful relieves ANY CASE gas on
toniaor, or sour stomach. Adler-i-ka
on
DOTH upper and lower
»o\\el ;.nd removes all foul accumualt'd matter which
poisond stomach.
ten
CURES constipation.
Preen* append,®,*!..
One lady reports
.“e “as no more pain in back of
:ead or gas on
stomach since using
Vfcr-l-kn. C. E. Alexander, drug-

to

his

own

her little church club. She was laboring over the minutes of her first meeting when I suggested that she should
always begin: “The meeting was call
ed to order with the president in the
chair.”
“But she wasn’t,” protested
indignantly. “I was. I got there
first and got the big chair and the
rest had only
kindergarten seats.”
YOI It CHILDREN NEED LAXATIVE.
The children need your closest attention.
after
"stuffing:"
especialy
themselves with sweets, etc., at a party
or the like.
They are liable to get up in the morning complaining of cramps, bad tasting mouth; liable to have puffed eyes
from restless slumber; feel tired and
cranky; distempered and whimpering.
Act promptly;
Give them a dose of
Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative
and Worm Expeller.. which millions of
mothers were given by their parents,
and who themselves are administering
to-day. to their little ones.
Only the purest of herbs are used—
?io
harmful drugs—will relieve pleasantly the ordinary cases of children’s
ilness. constipation—worms, etc.
Symptoms of Worms: Constipation,
deranged stomach, swollen upper lip.
sour stomach,
offensive breath, hard
and full belly, with occasional gripings
and pains about the navel, pale face of
leaden tint.eyes heavy and dull, twitching eyelids, itching of the nose, itching of the rectum, short dry cough,
grinding of the teeth, little red points
sticking out on the tongue, starting
! during sleep, slow fever.
Mrs. Wm. G. Bonin of Caddo. Oklahoma, wrote regarding Dr. True’s Elixir: "We have used it for our children
for the last twelve years, and certainly know the value of it."
Three sizes.
AT YOUR DEALER'S.

Do the right
thing
time.

Price of Labor.
Indiana suffragist, who Is a widely-known speaker, went to her door t>
other morning to buy some blackberries of a young country woman, reports the Indianapolis News. The berries were fine, but the suffragist wished them at a lower price than they
were offered.
“Wbv. they just grow
along the roadside so plentifully that
all you have to do Is to pick them.”
she told the woman. “Don’t you think
you are charging n rather exorbitant
price for your labor?”
The country woman put her boxes
back into her basket. “I’ve known of
higher-priced labor.” she retorted testily. “Words are more plentiful than
blackberries and yet our club had to
pay you $25 last winter for putting a
bunch of them together.”

AOT QUICKLY.
the

at

right

t

Quickly in time of danger.
time of kidney danger, Doan’s
Sidney Pins are most effective.

,..In

l^nty

of

tneir worth.

Ellsworth evidence of

Mrs.

Percy Lindsey,
Ellsworth, says:

f

j’

1Tn

u

14

Sterling

“I

suffered

1)11

annoying kidney weakness
nearly a year.
I was u\j one day
^0Wn
next.
I ached all over.

Vv feet
and ankles swelled
couldn't put on m.v shoes.

badly

so

I tried
but got no relief
used Doan’s Kidney Pills.
ter tke first
box, I noticed improver U3ed about five boxes in
time tlie trouble had
_^,8aI’P®ared and I have felt
Pkpa
erent woman since.
I have
kainoa
n
we*?bt, and fee! stronger in
everv
cry way.

u

Unti
nul

renledie8-

alfnl

a" fieo'ers.
Don’t
i°: 0r at kidney
remedy—get
^oan’a
that
Mrs
U.dneV Pills—the
Co Mfindsey ha<1- Poster-Mliburn
Mf*rs.. Buffalo, N Y
a

vu

r
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doctor’s famous prescription that has over 100 years of splendid
success to its credit.
There is nothing so valuable as this ever reliable
old family remedy for Coughs, Colds, Grippe, Sore Throat, Cramps,

—

s

a

Chills, Bronchitis, Tonsilitis, Sprains, Strains and various other internal
and external ills.
For more than a century this wonderfully soothing,
healing, pain stopping anodyne has proved a blessing to humanity
a
safeguard against dangerous developments from many common troubles.
—

"1 h«tt Exu o.'t'ri.
Too few oxer speak with absolutely
unreserved candor except when we are
telling how good we think we are or
how punk somebody else is.—Ex-

change.

A Mellowed Mood.
Jud Tun kins says he doesn’t want
to he made younger, for the
reason
that he doesn’t want to be bothered

trouncing any

Suggested Change.

Character in the Finger.
The rarest kind of finger Is the
which is thin at the top Joint, spread
Ing outward toward the tip In a com
paratively thickened outline. Here w«
immediately discover elements of re
finement, intellect and determination
In ndditipp »tn strong religious princiThe linger
ples.
containing wellarched nails lends one to gather the
of
deceit, whereas it is a
Impression
known fact that the owner of flat nails
Is self-sacrificing and considerate.

Hemp Tree’s Many Products.
The hemp tree is one of the most vet
satile plants in the world. From It
"omes, besides rope and wrapping paper, the drug hashish, called by Its
devotees "the joyous,” obtained by boiling the leaves and flowers with fresh
butter; a valuable vegetable oil, a cake
used by the farmers for their stock,
and the liner varieties are used for
cloth, coarse laces and braids. A great
deal of the seed is exported for canary
seed.

Back of the manufacture of Goodyear Tires
for small cars is the same purpose to supply
high value in the product that is behind
the manufacture of the Goodyear Tires that
equip the most expensive automobiles built.
This purpose is expressed by the enormous
resources, extraordinary skill and scrupulous
care applied to the manufacture of
Goodyear
Tires in the largest tire factory in the world
devoted solely to the 30x3-, 30x3V2-, and
31x4-inch sizes.
The effect of this endeavor is noted in the
fact that last year more cars using these sizes
were
factory-equipped with Goodyear Tires
than with any other kind.
It is also noted in the fact

that, if you own a
Ford, Chevrolet, Dort, Maxwell or other car
requiring the sizes mentioned, you can secure
Goodyear Tires and Goodyear Heavy Tourist
Tubesat the nearest Goodyear Service Station.
n

30 x 3Vi Goodyear Double-Cure
Fabric, All-Weather Tread..

«fc

/Vv\

£\J-

30x3Vi Goodyear Single-Cure <t-f
Fabric, Anti-Skid TreadL_.. ^1

/

——

s

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes are thick, strong tubes that
reinforce casings properly. Why risk a good casing with a
cheap tube? Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes cost little more
than tubes of less merit.
30x3% size in waterproof ba*__Z_^

His Resolve.
“It Is better to do your losing early
In the season.”
“I know that axiom,” said the haspball manager, “but If I happen to win
n
few games I’ll endeavor to hear It
with resignation.”—Louisville Courier

Journal.
No Loss of

Animation.

and everybody begins
the top of his voice.”

to

argue

Authorized Service Station
-F or

morang's

at

Ellsworth,

Bar

Harbor,

baseball umpires.

Jules, the head waiter, desires tc
submit an amendment or a reservation
or something to change the old
motto
to “Eat, Drink, but Be Wary.”

An

“I suppose Crimson Gulch is quieter
since the bar closed.”
"All
“Not yet,” said Cactus Joe.
you’ve got to do Is to say ‘prohibition’

more

And Succeeding.
Most of the economic sorrow which
a nation suffers arises tVom the
green
of men trying to sneak selfish advan
tages over others for profit.

Small Cars

•»

j

Johnson’s
ANODYNE

Big Value in Tires for

Horces on Largest Farm.
200.0o<Vacre farm, the largest In
the world, which is the direct result of
the government's efforts to stimulat**
the growing • »'' wheat, is described by
Robert H. Moulton in Everybody's.
“The farm Is devoted
entirely to
wheat, and if it produces snuiewh-*re
is round Hu* country’s average of tv.cnty-elghf bushels per acre, which ra
practically certain. It will add approximately 5 om ooo bushels to the i«nr»
wheat crop.” says the writer.
“All of the work is bring done with
Last fall when the first
tractors.
were ttf’v
ground was broken, t'
monster machines at work tearing «u>
the prairie sod.
They plow on an
average of one acre a minute for the
A
record was made
working time.
one
day of 1 m acres turned and
broken.
All tlm seeding, harve ohr:.
etc., will also he done by tractors end
then, of course, there are the firms'
ing machines.
Ilenge. the ntaolu*'*
no-nccountness of horses about
tbis

place.”

as

—

Forestall'd the President.
IVggy is feeling import; t the.-i
days, having leva chosen secretary 01

tory.

J*cts

“Influ”
Influenza is commonly knojrn
is a serious malady. Its warning
the
symptoms in the form of the sudden chill
the feverish cold
head
and throat
aching
may frequently be stopped short in their first
stages or virtually rendered harmless by the prompt use of
—

Magazine.

No

CELERY KING”

OR

Source of Hsniine?s.
The world contains nor one single
object that might not be a source of
happiness. Sorrow springs from this,
that man outdoes himself In misusing
everything, lie turns against his own
body or his own spirit all sorts of
things that seem well made for his
Joy.—Georges Duhamel in the Century

A

That’s Right, Say “I Want

“Flu”

W&SS&M

UrSS*,#,of

;,"i

n*'

tirebody

DEEcham’s fills

Recalled.

r In chief of the Rusnoil on« of ih.. ni.«t brilllnnt p neriils of the great
war. was
,n ['i'l .'n.U' in Hie
town of Yalta in the
* r :
'•’* 1» no"' in Milan with his
<
ill'- humbly hon od.
The story of
is one of the most amir/ivs’s of the war.
the fit;siur :!i G:r tto-TItnes states.

mi

irritatetheen-

^

I'i"m March, 1P17, till
October, 1P1S.
Orantl Du';. Nicholas Romanoff. for* "n

overworked

kidneys sllow food
poisons to circulate IQrWilIg:))l
in the blood and

Story

cases,

on An. ust

Beecham’s Pills. A lazy liver

One Romanoff to Whom
Country
Has Boon Ungrateful.

blue

these

Whenyou “know”

you have a stomach it’s time to
suspect your liver. You need

—

garage:

Sullivan

and

Sedgwick,

IVIaine

ELLSWORTH AMERICAN

THE

MEXICO'S WEALTH OF SILVER
—

j Aroused Greed of Conquerors and
Brought Only Bondage and Misery
to the People.

FUBI I9HBD

Y WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

£Y

AT

ELLSWORH, MAINE
BY THB

VK COUNTY

HAN
W.

H.

Mexico has produced a steady stream
of silver ever since its conquest by
Cortez In 1519. Hut while the supply
seemed inexhaustible, it brought more

PUBLISHING^!).

Titus, Editor and Manager.

^

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
(Strictly in Advance)

misery

than

happiness

the

to

nation

the opinion of the Say I«ike Tribune. because it afforded the incentive
In

Six months.7!
One ye.-.?1.50
-3i
Three months
Four months.50
Single Copies.05
...

to

brfcig

conquerors to Its shores
the people.

to en-
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"PEANUT" UNIT LOOKED GOOD
But After Receiving Letter From Agricultural Department “City Sucker" Did Not Invest
A

city

got a very glowing circuChicago “development com-

man

lar from

a

pany** offering

him ten acres of land In
Florida for the surprisingly small sum
of $2 otm—a “peanut unit’* the circnhtr
called It.
He could grow, the circular
said, a thousand hush* Is of peanuts on
his

ten

acres

anil

the pea
low prices— at S2 a
could

*ell

slave
oats- -allowing for
The Spaniards robbed and enslaved
bushel. The city man was Impressed:
the Aztecs to control the silver supply
hui he sent the circular to ihe departBusiness communications should be ad1
They blotted out a setni-barbamu> ment of agriculture with n query as to
^Iresse to. and all checks "and money orders
whether or not the Investment was a
made payable to The Hancock County Pub- : civilization that had built great irri
lishing Co.. Ellsworth. Maine.
gat ion systems, massive temples and
good one.
! beautiful cities, and the once proud
Following are some sentences from
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 11, iMC and happy people were placed under the letter he got in reply: “The litthe yoke for four centuries.
erature Is of ihe kind designed to deAn almost uncanny gift in ferreting
The : rofiteering act passed at the
ceive city people In the North and
special cession of the Maine legisla- out the b?g silver deposits was pos- West who do not know anything about
sessed by the Spanish governors. The I farming." "The average return from
ture went into effect last Saturday.
cost of gunpowder was so high though.
j ten acres of (>eamits would not exceed
Its provisions and penalties are strin’••it
only the richest finds were ; S300 to SoOO." “You could buy a 100of
convicted
it.
Under
persons
gent.
worked. Only ore that produced over
acre farm in almost any of the counprofiteering in the necessities of life 100 ounces of silver to the ton was j ties of western
Florida. Including the
and rents may be fined or imprisoned
mined,
is
of
ft
said Mint the owner
one mentioned in the circular, for the
or both.
the
dis!
Quinteca mine, in the Alamos
price these people ask for ten acres.”
-otrict. a Senor Ala’ mda. on the mar“The whole *imit* system, whether
And now the groundhog has turned
riage of his daughter, lined the bridal
it is pecan*, p* a ii *s. figs. cane, peachamber of the paiacio with bars of
nuts. hog*, or what not, is simply a
Bolshevic, a traitor to himself and
Our Eastbrook corressilver and paved the way to the church
his country.
| mean'- of selling land at three to five
pondent, however, comes to his de- with the metal.
! times what it i* worth to ignorant or
Large profits are made from demolfense with a modification of the old
unwary small inve*? rs." "To pay $2,ishing some of the old houses in the
500 for this ten acres of land would
weather proverb, that lets him out of
Chihuahua district, and redoing tin
stamp you h* a ’sucker’ of the rankest
She writes:
a pretty small hole.
material in them for silver. T\e na
class.”—Hvcbange.
If cloudy Candlemas day in leap-year
fives who built them used to use the
be,
ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION

j

And tho woodchuck his shadow

cannot

see,

Ba

:
to Ills ground-hole he goes to
stay.
I*or winter will last till All-fools* day.

The most paralyzing storm within
memory in Hancock county, is the
verdict of many regarding the storm
The
last Thursday and Friday.
feature of the storm was not in depth
•of snow, or indrifts—we have had
deeper snows and larger drifts—but
the period of freezing rain, or ice
storm, that divided the two snow

!

run of mine slag, in the
cheaper building material,

valuable

ore

went Into the

ahsrn
and

*e

of

mm *

$1.50 Per Year

KEEP

KNOCKED-OUT

TEETH
LOST.

Dentist Can Replace Then in Mouth
So That They Will Soon Give
Good Service.

of

storms, made the breaking out of
roads a difficult and serious problem.
It was not a matter of digging

through huge drifts here and there,
but of breaking out every foot of the
road because of the crust.
And in
this work, the use of horses was
dangerous to them because of the icy
crust t. gt cut them, in several instancet

badly that they had

go

killed.

Nearer

the

coast

to

the

be
ice

more severe than in the
.rood of Ellsworth and far:h.
To-day, nearly a week

s'.

-as

neig^.
ther
Iter t

torm. many roads have not
bee„ broken out, and many communit g
in the county have been
with
mail since last Thursday.
get

-o-

To As ist Income Tax Payers
Jo.g- F. Latham, deputy collector
mt rnal
revenue
whose headrites
are
In
I
Ellsworth,
v
he
at the
following places
*
ae dates mentioned for the purof assisting income tax-payers
jeking information and renderrdturns:
ort.ieast Harbor,
at postoffice,
a
uarv 10, 11. 12.
isworth, postoffice. February 13,
3
.6.
Juehill, postoffice, Februarv 17,
a
19.
backsrarl, Castine and Stoningt
dates will be announced later.
The expiration date for filing of
iiuome tax returns is March 15.
(

--

KLLSWOtlTH FALLS.

August is Moore ana wife of
Buck.s^ort were here Monday and
Tuesday.
The community was shocked by

the death of one of its prominent
citizen*, cscar Staples, last Saturday
Mr.
morning.
Staples had been
•troubled with a bad heart for some
'•time, ^cd it was while suffering one
•of the^e attacks that he passed out
ve;y suddenly.
His age was sixty
.year*.
Mr. Staples had lived here
-neariy ;i his life, and had been employee ..* foreman for a long time at
the Liowcrgy mill.
He was a valued employee, and always popular
with tac men working under him.
-He Wdj interested in orcharding and
-farming to a considerable extent,
•und
both enterprises was very
sueces: f. 1.
Mr.
Staples leaves a
widow
and
two
daughters—Mrs.
Clinci J
Sargent and Mrs. Lena
Moore, ond one sister. Mrs. John W.
Moo. e. who have the sympathy of
•allfuneral was held at the
home
Tuesday afternoon,
at
2
-o’clock, rlov. Henry W. Conley officiatin
FLe body was placed in the
toml, .t Y.oodbine cemetery.
L-ce Johnson of Lubec was
Tie.c
r Sunday and Monday, on
his
Lome from a trip to Bos....
...

ion_

Creat Difference in < out.
Th.i.i. of the difference in cost be*twee
;i:>g a professionally prescriba.
ed
.n
and taking Hood’s SarsaYou know that ordinarily it
ipari:
s
I ;*r ible.
•is
In times like These,
'wfcer. body should be economical,
H
.vorth savin j.
Hood's Sarsaparilla affords the least
s;.
of all treatments for tne
expcom mo.i. e eryday' diseases or ailments
of the
ooi. stomach, liver or Kidneys.
ysicians use the same subMany
s
its ingredients for these
star;- -s
dis-.-as s and ailments, but these subare
better
stances
in
compounded
Hood's Sarsaparilla than they can possibly b- i.n a prescribed medicine which
is put
.} in a small way. writh fewer
f&ciliti * and when the physican's fee
costs a great deal more.
is addt
Hood's i irsaparilla is prepared by
skilled
hacmacists in one of tl»e largest and best equipped laboratories in
1. is wonderfully successful
the v
and hi.
y recommended to those who
would
health and strength
-cover
with to
minimum necessary outlay.
■

..

When one's front teeth aire knocked
there Is no need to leave them on
the floor, for they can be reinsert'**!
Dr H >1
very well by a good dentist.
Savery tells In the Lancet (London'
of two cases In which the teeth were
completely dislocated from their so* k
out

LOST
Will any person knowing the present
whereabouts of the will of George H.
Wasson. late of East Surry, deceased,
communicate immediately
with
Mrs.
Annie M. Wasson. East Surry. Maine,
or Peters &
Crabtree, attorneys. Ellsworth. Maine?
SAVINGS DEPARTMENT PASS-BOOK
No. 1227 issued by the Burr'll National
Bank
(now
Liberty National Hank).
Finder will please leave sum** at bank.
Edward F. Small, Cashier.

ets.

In

the teeth were placed In
while i*ie dentist carefully
washed out the sockets. Then they
were reinserted, a stitch or two placer!
in the gums and the Jaws were ban
dnged shut so that the teeth hit on a
In the other case the
pad of lint.
teeth still hung to *he gums *.* the
sockets were cleaned out without detaching the teeth.
In both cases the *eeth became solidly fixed and the patients could ns**
them for normal biting a few months
after the accident.
Dr. C. De Witt Henry of New York
replaced not long ago the teeth of a
truck driver that had been knocked
out In a collision.
The man had pick
ed his teeth from the gutter and run
up to the dentist’s office carrying them
in his hand.
salt

one case

WWTKl).

water

WILD

RABBITS— ALIVE
A.
DOYLE.
injured. O
Box 111.
Falls. Me.

AND UNEllsworth

MAN CAPABLE OF SETTING UP AND
taking care of Wavmoth and Wilder
variety wood turning lathes.
Steady
work and good wages.
Apply. Box M..
Ellsworth American.
YOUNG MEN FOR~RAILWAY !MAIL
cb rks. $11" month. Experience unnecFor free particulars, examinaessary.
tions. write R. T*rry (former government examiner) 884 Continental Bldg..
Washington. D. C.
wanted
SALESMEN
TO
SOLICIT
ORDERS
for lubricating oils, greases and paints.
Salary or commission. Lincoln Oil Co..
Cleveland. O.

FOR SALE.
HEIFER— NEW MILCH 3-YEAR-OLD
heifer. Irving Stackpole. R. F. D. 3.
El Is wort

i_
TO LET

World’s Largest Vaults.
In the underground vaults of the
new
United States assay office, the
cornerstone of which was laid recently
In New York, can he stored more than
$20,000,000,000 in gold. They are said
to be the largest
and finest in the
world, according to Popular Mechanics
Five of the eight stories
magazine.
of the building will be located beneath
the surface of the earth
Sealed in
the cornerstone of the structure are

copies
al

on

of several newspapers:
which there is a portrait

a

med-

of the

president, and a bag containing a set
of United States coins ranging in value
from one cunt to $20. besides other
articles of interest and value.
The
building will cost over SS0O.0O0.
Reduced His Conceit
He was eaten up with a mistaken
consciousness of his own importance
and when he

was

making

his

speech

in

the Muddiecomhe mock parliament he
noted that one of the focal n**wsp»«ruemen appeared to
he sketching him.
When the house adjourned he buttonholed the artist.
“1
were—aw—
believe—aw—you
sketching me: Isn’t that so?” he In-

quired.
“That is so.” replied rhe artist.
“Well—aw—would yon tell me what
newspaper you—aw—represent?^
“I represent no newspaper.” a tv
swered the artist.
“T design comic
postcards.**—London Tit-Bits.

FURNISHED HOUSE. 6 ROOMS AND
bath, shed and stable, at 39 Beals ave.
Apply to MRS. HAROLD L. HOOPER.
3«>3 Lincoln St.. Bangor. Me.
Tele-

phone. 773y.

FEMALE

HELP

WANTED.

HOTEL HELP WANTED
OTKL help needed daily year around
A:! kinds <>f b<*'el work tor BmPcbat
I
reliable hotels :rt vfsine. a so the Lading
summer hotels aud camps curing the season.
Those wishing to secure reliable bote positions snould s'wavs call or write to the
Mains Botkl \ukncv. new quarters. 47 Ma n
streei
Established if) years
We know the
hotels an«j proprie ors pers--ua.ly. Fares paid
to any point fro:n Btugnr.

If

CAN YOU BRAID YOUR HAIR?”

IF

you can obtain pleasant, easy and
well-paid work making braided rugs
for us right in your own home.
When
writing for further particulars, send
a small sample mat to show the
quality
of braiding and sewing you are capable
so.

of doing.
Pinkham Associates.
Inc.,
309 Anderson St.. Portland. Maine.

MEN OR WOMEN TO TAKE ORDERS
among friends and neighbors for the
genuine guaranteed hosiery, full line*
for men. women aid children.
Eliminates darning.
We pay 50c. an hour
for span- time or $24 for full time. Experience unnecessary.
Write.
International Slocking Mill. Norristown. Pa.
NOTICE OP FORECLOSURE.
Whereas Emma E. Graves, late

deed*

book

466.

page

186.

conveyed

the undersigned, certain lots
parcels of real estate situate in
Lamoine. County of
Hancock. State

to
or

me.

?PrthJ

_

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

ald.

ALICE H. SCOTT,
Favorites.
The Caller—Is Miss Peachblow in?
The Maid—No. sir; she’s just gone
•*ut. But she left word if any gentleman
should call for me to say she
wunted him especially to call again.
No

mort*!iy
if*'

hooklnV
Hand.!'
!an

corporaoSS

foliaJ?

situaiell

died. If

fiven

where,!

Han.ofD

''”***£

<

pointed

j
j

4

County

Thjt,.Yle

■■■

of

L&moige. by her mortgage deed dated
the eleventh day of January. A. D.
1910. and recorded in the registry of

of Maine, and bounded as folLows.
viz:
FIRST LOT:
Beginning at a cedar
stake on the west side of the Dewroad about one-fourth of a mile from
Sew-all Cook's dwelling house; thence
Tree Hid Loot 39 Years.
north 87 degrees west 17 rods to a
A gilt clock and other articles were
spruce tree spotted;
thence south 37
west 19 rods to a yellow birch
degrees
stolen thirty-nine vears ago from a
tree spotted,
standing near a brook;
mansion near Wokingham. Eng., where
thence easterly following said Cook's
line 34 rods more or less to the new
rhe marquis and marchioness of Down
road aforesaid to a hackmatack tree
shire resided then. Recently a man
spotted; thence following said road
northwesterly 60 rods more or less to
saw a spike protruding from the side
the place of beginning and
containing
of a stump of a rree that had been
17 acres more or less.
SECOND LOT: Also another lot adfelled.
Thinking this unusual, he
joining the above described lot and
looked into the stump anti found the
bounded
and
described
as
follows,
viz:
Beginning on the west side of
long-lost clock, rusty but intact, and
the road leading from Ellsworth to
some
photograph frames in filigree Lamoine Point and on Simeon Milltken^s and Hattie C Sawtelles north
work—rhe
thief's hoard.
A
local
I 'ine of their homestead lot; thence
watchmaker identified the clock and
following said north line westerly 19
and 4-10 rods to a cedar stake; thence
is now cleaning and restoring it.
74 degrees and 30 minute*? *-asr
l.i rods to the said road; thence
south*rly
|
the west side of said
following
Second Hand.
road 8 and 8-lh rods to the place of
“What a lovely Hutch landscape?” j beginning and containing 44 square
rods more or less; and whereas the
exclaimed
the
visitor. ! condition of said mortgage
admiring
has been
therefore, by reason of the breach ol
“You’ve been to Holland, of course?”
broken
ana
broken, now
“Why. no.” answered the artist, mod- ! the condition remains
thereof I
claim foreclosure of said mortgage.
estly.
JULIA A. GRAVES.
“Then how were you ever able to
By Edmond J. Walsh.
her altornev.
paint such a realistic picture?”
January 26. A. D. 1920.
“To tell the truth. I copied it off
-a
beer mug.”—Birmingham Age-Her-

Playing

Subscribe for the American
$1.50 a year in advance

Subscribe for The American

build

STATE OF MAINE.
NOTICE or foreclosu re.
STATE OF MAINE.
HANCOCK ss.
Whereas. Edward G. Burnham
To all person* interested in either of
At a probate court held at Ellswortl
of Franklin. Hancock
the estate* hereinafter named:
merly
count ^
in and for satu County of Hancock 01 1
and State of Maine, by hla
At a Probate Court held at Ellsworth
the third day of February, in the yeai
in and for the County of Hancock, on | deed dated the thirteenth day of
of our Lord one thousand nine hundret
ust. A. D. 1804. and recorded in >?'
the tenth
day of February in the
nine
Hancock County. Maine, reirlati-v
j and twenty.
year of our Hord one thousand
instrument
A
certain
purportlnf
deeds. August K. 1804. In
hundred and twenty and by adjournwil
of
lust
be
a
the
to
copy
ment from the third day of said FebI'age 514. conveyed to the
court.
! and testament of Griffin Taylor Miller
County Savings Bank, a
ruary A. D. 1920 term of said
late of Cincinnati. In the county o
The
following matters having been I duly organised and existing under
Hamilton, and state of Ohio, deceased
for the action thereupon
banking laws of the State of Mat„.
presented
and of the probate thereof in said stat<
and having Its established nlare
hereinafter indicated. ^IT IS HEREBY
of Ohio, duly authenticated, havinf
business at Ellsworth in said coun.v
ORDERED:
been presented to the Judge of Probat*
That notice thereof be given to all i certain lots or parcels of real estate?
for our said County of Hancock for th<
a COPT
I said
described
county
as
persons interested, by causing
namely:
purpose of being allowed, filed and re
of this order to be published three
corded in the Probate Court of our sale
All my right, title and interest
weeks successively In The Ellsworth
County of Hancock, and for letters ol American, a newsaper published at and to any and all real estate
administration with the will annexec
in Hancock county and State of \lai„
Ellsworth, in said county, that they
to be issued to
Rufus King of said
to be
title to which is vested in me clthe'
may appear at a probate court
Cincinnati, the executor named in sap
under recorded or unrecorded
held at Ellsworth on the second day of
will having declined to act as executor
the I to which I may be In
of
ten
at
D. 192".
March A
any way entlti
b(
Ordered.
That
notice
thereof
cither iu law or In equity, however th
lock in the forenoon .and be neara
to all persons interested therein
! fame may be described; and
thereon if they see cause.
v
publishing a copy of this order
the condition of said mortgage a,
Edward C. Bodman. late of the clt>.
dethree weeks successively in the Kllsbeen broken, and still remains broke,
county and state of New York,
worth American, a newspaper printed
now therefore, by reason of the
Final account of George M.
used.
1
breach
at Kllsworth. in said County of Hanof the.condition thereof, said
Bodman. executor, filed for
cock. prior to the second day of March
County Savings Bank claims a tore"
Kathleen U Coombs, late of
A.
D.
192»\
that
First
they may appear
closure of said mortgage, and publish;:
Harbor, in said county, deceased.
at a Probate Court then to be held at
< rabtree.
this notice for that purpose.
and final account of Harry H.
Kllsworth. in and for said County#of
administrator, filed for settlement.
HANCOCK
COUNTY SAVINGS
Hancock, at ten o'clock in the foreRank
F'red A. Carver, late of Hog Island,
and show cause, if any they
noon.
First and
By its attorney.
in said county, deceased.
have, against the same.
Condon.
H.
Lynwood F. GiU*
of Ralph
final account
Ellsworth. Maine. Feb. 3. 1920.
BERTRAND E. CLARK.
I executor, filed for settlement.
Robert Kaighn, late of I hlladelpnla.
SHERIFF'S SALE.
Judge of Probate
filed
A true copy.
Pennsylvania, deceased. Petition
STATE OF MAINE.
i t>v Walter S. Mclnnes and Ellen K MeAttest:
ROBERT P. KING.
COUNTY OF HANCOCK ss.
and
will
last
the
of
executors
I Innes
Keg ister
January 22. 1920
testament of said deceased, that the
this twenty-second day 0f
Taken
STATE OF MAINE.
I amount of the inheritance tax on the Junuary
D. 1920. on execution dated
HANCOCK ss.
! estate of said deceased be determined DecemberA. 24.
P.
A.
1919. issued on *
At a Trobate Court held at Kllsworth
by the Judge of Probate.
judgment rendered by the judge „f th„
in and for said County of Hancock, on
Josephine E. Carpenter, late of Bar
V. stern Hancock municipal court
I ethe third day of
for
February in the
Haroor, in said county, deceased.
said
of
Hancock, at a u rm
County
nine j ut ion filed by Agnes Carpenter and
year of our Lord one thousand
thereof begun and held at Uluehili or,
nundred and twenty.
Edith Carpenter Maty, executrixes of
the
fourth
of
said
Tuesday
December
of
t
u
A certain instrument purporting to
the last will and testament
1919. to wit. on the twenty-third day of
be a copy of the last will and testa- 1 deceased, that the amount of the inDecember A. D. 1919. In favor of .1 y
desaid
of
estate
ment of Grace M. Miller, late of Cinthe
on
tax
heritance
Marks of Bucksport. in the Count v
cinnati. in the county of Hamilton and
ceased. be determined by the judge of
Hancock and State of Maine, at
state of Ohio, deceased, and of the
probate.
proThomas Swazey of said Buckspor: for
Brookof
bate thereof in said state of Ohio, duty
late
Parker,
G.
Augustine
the sum of thirty-one dollars an
F'irst
authenticated, having been presented
*
lin. In said county, deceased.
cents debt or damage, and nine .1
to the Judge of Probate fo** our said
and final account of Harold D. Powers,
and twelve cents costs of suit, and
|U
County of Hancock for the purpose of administrator, filed for settlement.
he
sold
at
auction
at
public
theofth eof
being allowed, filed and recordc-l in the
William O. Emery, late of Sullivan,
Wiley C. Co nary in said Bucksport to
F'irst and
Probate Court of our said County of
in said county, deceased.
the highest bidder, on the 23rd dav of
Hancock, ami for letters of adminisfinal account of Elizabeth H. Emery,
A.
D.
at
ten oY!o
Fenruary
tration with the will annexed to be is::
administratrix, filed for settlement.
the forenoon, to satisfy the sum
W
Malcolm
ow
sued to Rufus King of said Cincinnati,
Graves.
A.
Bernice
due on said execution, to wit. the sum
K
Arnold
the executor named in said will having
Graves. Alice V. Graves.
of
thirty-seven dollars and thirty-t hre.
declined to act as execute**.
Graves. Eawris N. Graves. Raleigh P.
nts. the following described r-a!
ORDERED. That notice thereof be Graves and Virginia G. Graves, minors, tatc.
ami all the right, title and i- terPegiven to all persons interested thereof Mount Desert, in said county.
"St whieh the said Thomas Swaz<
j,,lS
in by publishing a copy of this ortition filed by Alice T. Graves, guarand
had
in and to the same on the juth
esreal
der three weeks successively in The
dian. for license to sell certain
day of August A. I). 1919. at 3.3" J\ .\j
Ellsworth
a
American.
tate of said minors, situated in Mount
newspaper
the time when the same was attached
printed at Ellsworth, in said County of
Desert and Bar Harbor, and mor*. fully
on the writ in the same suit, to ,vn
Hancock, prior to the second dav of
described in said petition.
A certain lot or parvi of land with the
March. A.D.1920,that they may appear
lVarl S. Grlndle. of Sedgwick, in said
buildings thereon situated in Or:an<i
at a Probate Court then to he held at
First and final account of Ida
county.
<
said
ounty. r.nd being part of what is
Ellsworth, in am! for said County of
E. Dodge, guardian, filed for settlecalled Dead River Mill lot and t»on:i«l.«|
Hancock, at ten o'clock in the forement.
as
follows:
Beginning at a
lar
in
and show caus«\ if any they
noon.
of
Ellsworth,
late
Eugene Hale,
stake on the shc*r«- of Dead Biv
on
have, against the same.
F'irst account
said county, deceased.
the Range line between Dead River
BERTRAND E. CLARK.
of Clarence Hale and Frederick Hale,
Mill lot and lots 64 and 65; then, e runJudge of Probate. executors, filed for settlement.
on
line
Range
aforesaid
ning
south
A true copy.
late of EllsRhoda A. Hamilton,
31 u
degrees to corner of Mill lot;
PeAttest:
ROBERT P. KING.
worth. in said county, deceased.
th.nce
running at
right angle* to
tition that James E. Young or some
stream; thence by said stream ba
other suitable person he appointed adSTATE OF M AINE.
place of beginning. Meaning all of
ministrator of the estate of said deDead River Mill lot lying on th- south
COUNTY OF HANCOCK ss
ceased. presented by said James E.
side of stream together with a right of
To the Honorable Justice of the Suson of said deceased.
Young,
way twenty feet in width across land
preme Judicial Court next to be held
of
late
M.
SedgClarence
Hooper,
at
conveyed by Dennis D. Swazey. May
Ellsworth
within
and
for
the
East
wick. in said county, deceased.
R. Simpson, runCounty of Hancock on the fourth account of Julian H. Hooper, admin- 23. 1912. to Reuben
in a southerly direction from the
ning
of
D.
A.
1920.
April.
TuesdayHannah
istrator. filed for settlement.
main road to the lot herein des
h. ,J
Mary
Gray, of said Ellsin
R. Jones, of Brooksville.
Kezla
and
being the same land convey'd to
worth.
libels and gives information
F'irst and final account
said county
Thomas Swazey by Dennis D. Swazt-y
that she is the wife of Winfield Scott
of F'red J. Perkins, guardian, filed for
by deed dated May 23. 1*12. and reGray; that she was lawfullj- married
Settlement.
corded in Hancock
to the said Winfield Scott Gray, on the
registry o: deeds
in book 521. page 61.
third day of May. A. D. 1918. at BuxPetition
deceased.
saul
in
county,
CHANDLER M. WILSON
ton. England, by Rev. Father Frederick
Lufkin or some
C.
that
Woodbury
Deputy Sheriff
Bind; that they lived together as hus- other suitable person be appointed adband and wife at said Ellsworth from
ministrator of the estate of said dePRORATE NOTH E*.
May 1918. till November. 1919; that ceased without
bond,
presented
Notice
is
hereby
Riven that the folgiving
libelant
has
your
always conductson of said
low in«c appointive its have been mad#
by Woodbury C. Lurk it:
ed herself toward her said* husband as
tiie Probate Court within
deceased.
! for
by
a
faithful, tru*- and affectionate wife;
tl»* County of Hancock State of Maine;
Rufus O. Parker, late of Castlne. in
that her said husband has been cruel
Petition that
sai«l county, deceased.
Caroline F. Ginn, late o' Bn ,.<•
and abusive in his treatment of her;
Judith M. Parker or some other suitathat he has treated her with extreme
ble person be appointed administrator
dote H. Smith of said lluvkspe."
«,*•
cruelty; that his habits ar*- gross and of the
deceased, preestate of said
executor of tii
last a
I and
confirmed habits of intoxication from
sented by Judith M. Parker, widow of
i.
testament of said deceased
the use of intoxicating liquors.
That
salt! deceased.
•.
qualification January rt. A. P.
there is no collusion between them to
Bloomfield Heed, late of Southwest
Ellen F
r.
Hall, late of
in
obtain a divorce.
deceased.
Harbor,
in
said
county.
said
deceased.
deoi.
.county.
Wherefore she prays that a divorce
of
E.
Final account
Ferdinand
Heed,
Hall of said Verona, appointed
may be de.Teed to her; that she may
administrator.-filed for settlement.
tor of the last will an 1 tesfun
be allowed to resume her maiden name.
George Edwin Kirk, late of Bar Harsaid
dale of qualification
deceased;
Mary Hannah Whittaker; that she may bor.
in said county, deceased..
A cer6. A. I* 192“
recover her costs of this libel, anil that
January
the
tain instrument
purporting to
Josian A Phillips late of Ellswurt!..
she may be allowed reasonable alilast will and testament of said dein
said county, deceased.
Ahbi. J
mony.
ceased. together with petition for proAnd your libelant alleges that the
Phillips of said Ellsworth, appoint'd
bate thereof and for the appointment
executrix of the l^st will and t-sta*
libelee is out of the Stat. of Maine,
of the executor without giving bond,
tnent of said deceased; date of
that the residence of the libelee is not
presented by Edward Kirk, the execu- fication January 13. A. P 192" qualiknown to the libelant, and cannot he
tor therein named.
Millard G. Dow. late of Bucksport.
ascertained
by reasonable diligence
S.
late
of
Ellsworth.
;
Kobinson.
Abby
in said county, deceased.
>
and she prays that this court will orJenn
in said county, deceased.
A
certain
Dow
of said
der notice of this libel by publication
Bucksport.
at»p"int«*d
instrument purporting to be the last
executrix of the las? will and t s;,in The Ellsworth American.
will and testament of said deceased
ment of said deceased; date of
MARY HANNAH GRAY.
with
together
petition lor probate flcatlon January 6. A. D. 1920. qua!iSubscribed and sworn to this 4th day
thereof and for the appointment of the
of February. A. D. 1920.
Charles Albert Holden, late of S.
without
executrit
bond, pregiving
wick,
in said
Before me.
county, deceased 0.
sented by
Alice H
Scott,
executrix
PuBose of Koseboro. North
Dudley
FRED L. MASON,
therein named.
Carolina, appointed executor of
Justice of the Peace.
Lewis F. Sgwyer. late of Tremont. in J Inst will and
testament of said desaid county, deceased.
Petition that
ceased; date of qualification January
STATE OF MAINE.
Hefcer O. Sawyer or some other suita13. A. P. 1920.
Not being1 a resi lent
ble person be appointed administrator
of the
HANCOCK ss
State of Maine, lie has
nof the estate of said deceased w ithout
pointed Hutson II. Saunders of l,ortSUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
bond, presented by Heber G.
giving
land, in the
In Vacation.
of Cumber
Sawyer, son and heir-at-law of said
State of Maine, as his aRent in said
Ellsworth. February f». A. D. 1920
deceased.
State of Maine, as the law d»r*
Upon the fortgoing libel
Ordered:
Holsie M. Atkins, a minor, of CranSylvester P
late of Southlibellant give notice to the
berry Isles, in said county. Petition west Harbor. In Steele,
said libel lee to apear before the Jussaid county. de.-.-.i«**<i.
filed by Charles W. Bracy. guardian,
Fred I- Masorf of Ei is worth, in sn-1
tice of our Supreme Judicial Court,
for license to sell certain real estate I
to be holden at Ellsworth, within and
county, appointed administrator with
of said minor, situated in said Cranthe will annexed
for the Couhty of Hancock, on the
o’ said
berry Isles and more fully described in deceased; date ofof the
fourth Tuesday of April. A. I). 1920.
quallflcftt*on !hitu*
said
by
petition.
A. P 1920.
13..
ary
publishing anattested copy of saiii liLucy S. Temple, late of Bucksport.
aawin «. Moore. late of Bar 11
-or
bel
and
this
order
thereon, three in
said
deceased.
county,
Petition
In said county, deceased.
weeks successively in the Ellsworth
NYi'.i" F
filed by Theodore H. Smith, adminisMoore of said Bar Hurbor. app»» ,tru
American, a newspaper printed in Ellstrator. for license to sell certain real
administratrix of the
:cbl
of
worth in our county of Hancock, the
estate
of said deceased, situated in
dec-eased; date of qunlirtcatio 1 J.hmp
last publication to he thirty days at
sad
and
Bucksport.
more
fully arv 13 A. D. 1920.
least prior to the fourth Tuesday of described
in said petition.
Mary J. Murphy. Jate of Ellsv th
April next, that she may there and
Rufus O. Parker, late of Castlne. in
in said county, decease I.
Fra
then In our said Court appear and
said
county, deceased.
Petition that
Murphy of Hancock, in said munty.
answer to said libel
Alice B. Coombs or some other suitable
appointed administrator of the .state
LUERE B. DEASY.
person be appointed adminlstrator of
; of said deceased: date of i.ualitl at:^n
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
the estate of said deceased,
present-d
January 13. A. I>. 19 20.
A true copy of the libel and order of
by George W. Parker, a son of said deBertha L Hey wood. lat-» of Bu'ka*
court thereon.
ceased.
port,
in said county, deoas *d.
AuAttest: T. F. MAHONEY.
Leslie
A.
Carter
late
of
Mount
gustine
L. Heywood
.er.
of
Won
Clerk.
in saia county, deceased
First
7 i1,
Massachusetts. appoint «1 ndu.i *:raami final account of Elston A.
*
Carter
tor
of the estate of said dc..;,s.d;
fXpcutor. filed for settlement.
FORE* LOS I RE NOTICE.
date of qualification Jam;cry f>
\ B
Frank L Gilley, late of Southwest
Whereas
1920.
Brackett
G.
Not
the
of
Archer,
being a resident
in said county, deceased
pp.
Mariaville. Hancock county. Maine, by Harbor,
Mate of Maine.
•.' 11 <1
he
m
hfs
j»
tition that Philip F M Gilley or some
hm mortgage deed
dated the 27th
Theodore H. Smith of Buckaimr
in
other
suitable
be
person
the
appointed adday of May. A. D. 1916. and recorded in
County of Hancock. Sf
'[
ministrator of the estate of said .reHancock County Registry of Deeds,
Maine, as his agent in said Staof
leased. presented by Maud H. Gillev
ui book
541, page 197. mortgaged to
Maine as the laws directs
widow of said deceased
I rban
Dickey, of Amherst. Hancock
Blithen S. Tripp, late of Btr HarNancy N Sawyer, late of Bar liarcounty. Maine, a certain lot or parcel
bor.
in
said
countv.
devas.-d.
"®r8a'd county. deceased.
or land situated in said Mariaville. and
p. ;i$j0n
Blanche L. Tripp of said Bar H-.rixr.
>e
s'
Bodlck
or some other
bounded and described as follows to
appointed administratrix of th*st tb<‘ appointed adminlswit:
of said deceased; date of out
Beginning at a Stake & Stones trator of the
aton
estate of Baid deceased
on the County road six rods
southerly
January 13. A. D. 1920.
without
glvinp
bond,
from the house on the Brackett G
presented
E
Norwood, late of Sort n w*-?t
Phelm S. Rodick.
Treadwell homestead lot; thence north
Harbor.
in
said
de-v..."
county,
forty-two degrees east twelve rods to
George C. Whitmore of said SouthAlbert
H
IaUllum.
late of El's worth
stake and stones; thence west
west
Harbor, appointed administrathirty- In said county, dec eased.
\
eight degrees north eighty rods to the
rt
n
tor
in
of
the
estate of said d<*
strument purporting to be t v
north or west line of said homestead
will
date of qualification Januarv 6
A
and testament of said
l~
Iol it being the line surveyed
1
D. 1920.
to
by
Charles Goodwin 1910; thence on said
for prohate thereEmma E. Craves, late of Tfillsworth,
line to a point on said line, said
in
?
said county, deceased.
point
inbeing west thirty-eight degrees north
(leaves of said Ellsworth. apn' Titfrom the place of
*«< utor
administratrix of the estate of **'d
beginning; thence named In said will
parallel with the said second named
date of qualification JanuI
Bertrand E. Clark. Judea of deceased;
bounds or line to the place of
ary 6. A. D. 1920
beginning, containing six acres more or less
Henderson R. Cotton, late of Or!
«ay
with
together
the buildings thereon,
land.
in
said
d**
and being known as the Florence Ar,hou**n'1 ni"* hundred Samuel B. Holt ofcounty.
said Orland apcher Dower lot.
pointed administrator of the e-c-n- >f
Also another lot or parcel of land
said
ROBERT P. KING, Register.
deceased; date of qualifleat'on
containing thirty acres more or less sltA true copy
January 6 A. D 1920
trated in said Mariaville and bounded
at
on
Ellsworth, this tw. >>'Attest:
the north by the above
ROBERT
P.
KING.
oighth day of Jinnnrv
described lot
r>
\
19*2 •
on the east by said
!
Re|*iH»er.
County road; on
ROBERT P. KINO
the south by land of Fred
Mace; & on
Register.
Hie west by land of J. T. Giles and
A.
E. Mace Estates.
And whereas said mortgage deed, toSPKCIAI, NOTH KS.
gether with the note and debt thereby
secured, was assigned by the said UrB\lPER NOTICE.
to
me
the undersigned.
*?4® Dickejr
HAVING CONTRACTED WITH THE
Albion L. Archer, on the 8th
of
city of Ellsworth to support and car®
day
December. A. D. 1919. as appears by asfor thos.- who may need assistanc®
signment of that date recorded in book
during five years beginning Jan *
said Hancock County
19_0. and are legal residents of Ells*
n
»fxi whereas the
I worth. I forbid all persons trusting
said mortgage is broken
them on my account, as there is plenty
and remains broken, now
of room and accommodations to car®
therefore by
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1919.
bre*ch of the
for them at the City Farm house
of said mortgage. I. the said condition
Stocks and bonds.
Albion I.
457.787
50
M. R. CARLISLE.
Archer, assignee and holder of said
.-ash In office and
bank.
mortgage, claim a foreclosure of said
147 399 •,$
WARNING.
All other assets.
mortgage and hereby give notice of my
Notice is hereby given that whereas
6^63
59
intention to foreclose the same.
my wife, Olie Kane, of Sorrento in th®
Dated. Jan'y 28th. 1920
county of Hancock and State of MaineGross assets.
1611,650 35
ALBIQN L. ARCHER.
has without just cause left my horn®By Fred L Mason.
care and support, now. therefore. *<"
H,S AU:,r’,'->
proper cause I will hereafter pay
Admitted assets.
$611,650 35
NOTICE.
bins of her contracting and warn a"
accordance
LIABILITIES DEC. 31.1919.
with
persona not to extend to her any credit
Chapter 189.
Net unpaid
19J7- and with the peron my n -count.
losses.
$117,500
00
mlBsion 'a?'8
of the assessors of Number
Dated. January 3. 1920. Sorrento*
Lnearned premiums.
Thirty-three Plantation I hereby ad161,864 00
Maine.
All other liabilities.
27.058 56
JOHN E. KANE.
N u m be r TMrt
Cash capital.
h ree
100.000 00
'he IOB8rlns "ea,on of
Surplus over all
liabilities. 205.227 79
FORREST H. COLBY.
Subscribe for the American
Total liabilities and
State Land Agent.
surplus. $611,650 35
$1.50 a year in advance

Specialty made of
TYPEWRITING.
ACCOUNTING
AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK
Agent Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co.
of Portland. fo~ furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Agent Oliver Typewriter.
Typewriter supplies.
No. 1 School St.. Ellsworth. Me.
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valentine dance from 8 to 12.
a sale of home-made
There will be
candy in the evening.
Itev. A. H. Coar. a former pastor
Unitarian church,
ot the Ellsworth
a call to the pashas just accepted
Souls' Unitarian church
torate of All
J.
in Elizabeth, N.
There will be a special "call-in"
meeting of the Woman's Alliance of
die Unitarian church to-morrow afternoon, from 2 to 5, at the home of
The object of
Miss Lenora Higgins.
the meeting is to call in all finished

^

West Hrooksville.
|
H TaP'ey Observed his FIND MANY
USES FOR PEAT
birthday Feb 5
He
was greatly surprised
to receive on Wartorn
Industry Gives Promise of
that day a letter from
Bremenhaven
Great Development in the
Germany.

MEXICO’S MANY “LOST” MINES

.Gf°s
eighty-eighth

Forty-six
years
ago.
when captain of the
ship Hattie E
Tapley, he arrived In that port with
a

and
Prospectors Driven
From Their Work by Threats and

Depredations

Years to Come.

cargo of rice from India.
The output of peat In the United
Last
month his nephew, Capt.
Robert E
States last year far exceeded that of
son of the late
Capt. Robert any preceding year and the general
and Mrs. Hattie E.
Tapley, for whom
the
ship was named, arrived in Increase, which was stimulated by the
Bremenhaven in the steamer Saca- war. was shared by practically all
rappa, from New Orleans.
While I branches of the Industry. Though exthere he was astonished to
meet ! tensively used as fuel In Europe and
several friends of his uncle after
widely known In the United States as
so many years had
passed.
One of a potential source of heat and power,
them, a ship broker, delighted to
and unfinished nprons.
pent has been unable to eompete with
learn that his old friend,
Capt. TapEllsworth is to have another new
ley. was still living, wrote him at coal and many pent operators have diindustry. Frank S. Sawyer, the well- once a
rected their attention to the utilization
very friendly letter.
Since
known pulpwood operator,has leased
then, Capt. George has been very of peat in agriculture with gratifying
the soap factory building on Main
reminiscent, living over the pleasant results.
street near the railroad, and Is equipdays he spent in that port and many !
Peat fertilizer was first marketed in
ping it with lath-sawing machinery others in
foreigh counties.
He
commercial quantities in 1908. and
and electric motors for power.
"Tomson.'!
stock-food pent In 1912. and though
expects to have it in operation in a
-ofew weeks.
there is still some prejudice against its
Trenton.
The funeral of Mrs. Rhoda A.
Edward S. Leland, who has been use the agricultural branch of the Inwas
held
Saturday at the employed In
Hamilton
dustry has been successful and the
Bath, is at home. ill.
|
home of her daughter, Mrs. Henry
Mrs. K. L. Moore was called to quantity of fertilizer and stock-food
Oak
on
Rev.
R.
street.
H.
Bartlett,
Bath Wednesday by the illness of ! peat annually produced Is Increasing.
Mrs.
officiating.
Hamilton her son
MovhRussell, of influenza.
Large quantities of these products
died last Wednesday in Portland,
It is unusual for this town to be
were
made last year, but the most
where she xvas visiting a daughter.
snowbound, with no mail for three I striking
development was the producShe was seventy-five years of age. days, and unable
to get a doctor.
tion of more peat in the New England
three
leaves two sons and
She
Sunday evening L. B. Googins took
States than has been manufactured in
daughter's.
one of his teams
and, with Harry
Ernest C. Young and wife of Sa- Davis, went half way to Ellsworth i the entire United States in all precedvannah, Ga., who have been here to get Dr. King to attend Warren
ing years.
Almost equally striking
three seeks on a visit to his mother, and Madison Davis.
Warren is very wa* the widespread interest manifest- j
Mrs Betsey Torrey. and other rela- ill, but Madison is better, Their ed In peat resources which had been
tive- and friends, left Friday for father, Rueben Davis, is home front
generally regarded as of doubtful
Boston, xvhere they took a steamer Bartletts island.
value.
Mr. Young Is
Saturday for home.
Linden Brown, U. S. N„ son of
Large quantities of peat or sphag
Ellsworth boy and this was his Clarence
an
Brown,
who
has pneuAll
first visit here for fifteen years.
monia at a naval hospital in New- num moss were produced and utilized
were glad to see him.
port, R. I., was a little better Satur- for stable litter, packing material, and
surgical dressing, and several hunMr. Brown received a teleBobby" Finn and "Nick" Salis- day.
dred thousand acres of peat soils were
bury fell from the roof of the Peters gram also Saturday from a hospital
in
State
street this forenoon,
block on
Virginia, that his other son. used for the growth of crops. The
and went hack and finished their job Merle, also in the navy, was ill of
peat litter was produced by the ownof clearing the roof of snow.
It is
pneumonia,
ers of small
hogs for their own use.
Feb. 9.
some thirty-live feet from the eaves
W.
I but
the packing material was sold
of the
building to the sidewalk.
to florists for.$25 a ton.
According
Pint, was at the end of the rope, with
Southwest Harbor.
to J. \V. Hotson of the Red Cross
a
strap about his waist, shoveling News of the death of Rev. William
the
on
steep-pitched slate roof. Watson Ranney in New Hampshire more than half a million peat pads
were prepared in this country for that
Salisbury was at the peak, as rope- was received with painful regret by
Finn got caught In a big his friends here, where he was well
tender
organization.
Most of the moss was
slide of snow, and Salisbury could known as a summer resident, who
gathered by volunteers from bogs in
the
added wefght of snow
had the interests of the people and
not hold
Washington, Oregon and Maine, and
At once started afulltng enterprises
and man.
of
Southwest
Harbor the pads were used In
military hosstunt that had the "movies" beaten
ever in mind.
pitals at home and abroad.
frazzle.
to a
In the death of Frank Gilley
Finn, partially supported by the rope that Salisbury Thursday night, after a brief illness
still clung to. fell to the sidewalk— of pneumonia, the community loses TOWNS NOT FATED TO LIVE
inn
MmiiNi,
a valued citizen.
[flair.
To his family this
Oiinsiiury
got ii better start from the peak down blow
comes
with
overwhelming
Communities East and West, Founded
the -steep roof, and landed on his force.
The son is just recovering
j
In High Hopes, Are Now Practiback in a five-foot snow hank out- from a severe attack, and the wife
i
side the curb.
They went back to and one daughter are now' seriously j
cally Things Forgotten.
II.
As the local plumber. Mr. Gil- !
An
interesting meeting of the
board of trade was held Monday eve- fey’s work took him frequently into
Western papers tell their renders
tue
homes
of his neighbors, who
The
board gave its endorsening
that the town of Emerson. Okla., Is
have warm words of praise for his
ment to a nation-wide plan, of the
shortly to be a thing forgotten, reenial nature and helpful good will.
Wholesale Coal Trade association to
marks the Hartford Courant.
It was
secure
from the government the Just a year ago his mother. Mrs.
establishment of a lower freight rate Abide Gilley, was taken by the same
mapped out as a town site shortly
or
on coal during the spring and suminfluenza, only
disease, pneumonia
after the territory was opened for setmi
few weeks after the death of his
onthg, thus to make lower
tlement.
and
the
had
promoters
for coal In the summer, and sister. Mrs. Flora Harward, in FitchI'rio
dreams of a metropolis. In 1907 the
burg. Mass.
encourage stocking.
Some of the
plan was abandoned, and now the disFeb. 9.
“Spray.”
important benefits to be derived
trict court has been asked to vacate
-ofrom this would be to relieve traffic
the land for town site purposes, when
Man set.
during the harder months of winter,
"hat might have been a town will beand i irnish more steady employment
Miss June Dolliver left Tuesday
for miners, lack of which under
come farm land.
for Bath to visit her mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Torrey are
present conditions was one of the
The story of Emerson suggests what
rails.'.a of the coal strike.'
receiving congratulations on the came near happening to a Connecticut
A plan
of the Federal Highway Council for
birth of a daughter.
town in the beginnings of the colony.
John Olsen is very ill.
definite systems of highway developThose interested in It showed rare
Owen Clark is visiting in Rockment was also endorsed, and as resense In their choice of a site, and in
land.
quested by the council, two memtheir dreams planned not for a town
bers of the board, H. C. Stratton and
Mrs.
Marion Wescott has been
Howard W. Dunn, were named as very ill of influenza In Connecticut, hut for a city. Hampden and Cromwell were to be among Its citizens; the
representatives of the board upon where she has employment.
the council.
These two will name
Many friends will be saddened to cream of England, so its promoters
eighteen members as members-at- learn of the sudden death of Mrs.
hoped, were to become its citizens.
large of-the council.
The matter Mary A. Stanley of this place, after
Fufe ordered otherwise, and the early
of freight-handling facilities at the
She
was
Illness.
short
a
tenderly
of this dream town are rememEllsworth station, both as to loading cared for by relatives and friends, days
bered now largely through Lion GardiShe was
and unloading, which are said to be and will be greatly missed.
Inadequate, was also brought up at a member of the Baptist church. ner’s account of his struggle to hold
the meeting, and referred
the site against the attacks of the Into the She leaves two sons. Edwin of Northcommittee bn railroads and trans- east Harbor and Guy of Hartford,
dians.
Mrs.
and
one
Conn.,
portation.
daughter.
Other states, notably the minim:
The death on Sunday of Miss Elea- Marietta Fitch of Claremont. N. H.
commonwealths of the West can du1
“Lilac.”
Feb. 9.
nor Higgins, after less than a week's
plicate the story from Oklahoma, hut
illness of influenza, was a shock to
few can equal the romance of the Conthe community.
Hast Bluehill.
Death is always
necticut settlement.
sail when it comes to one in
A supper was held recently for the
youth,
hut when it comes to one known to benefit of the Baptist church.
Proso
Vil.age Proud of War Record.
many in the community, 'and ceeds. $12.25\*
''ho'e lovable qualities had endeared
The little Norfolk village of Old
Work has been suspended on the
her t,, all, it is
especially so to that new library until the mason finishes Buckingham is proud of its war rec*
Miss Higgins was born the fireplace and chimney.
community.
ord.
Its total male population bein Ellsworth
R.
Feb. 9.
twenty-two years ago.
tween the ages of eighteen and fifty
the daughter of Arthur L. and Maud
-o-*in 1014 was 2C4.
Of that number no
I\\ end ward )
Hrooksville.
Her mother
Higgins.
fewer than 170 served with the forces
died while she was still a child, and
Ernest Closson has had a teleand 80 have given their lives for their
she made her
home with an aunt, phone installed in his house.
»
Miss Alice Higgins, whose illness
William Perkins has sold his flock country.
and death recently brought sadness of
In their honor a memorial cross has
sheep to Leon Hopkins. North
nl° her life.
Since the beginning Brooksville.
been erected on the village green, an
ot h*-r aunt's
illness more than a
Harry Carter lost his horse. Dolly, exact reproduction of the “cross of
5 ear ago, she had made her
home last week.
sacrifice" designed by Sir Reginald
"ith her grandfather. Clifton WoodCobin Austin is spending the win- Bloomfield. R.
A., for all British mil"anl. becoming as a second daugh- ter with his sister, Mrs. Etta Cousins.
cemeteries abroad.
The total
ter to Mr.
Woodward and his wife.
Mrs. Russell Condon received word itary
W'on them her death now falls heav- this week that her husband, em- height from the ground line to the
Uiss Higgins was graduated ployed in Bath, is ill of influenza; 1 top of the cross is 24 feet 6 inches.
ro“ the Ellsworth
high school in also Guy Stover, brother-in-law of It is built of stone and the names of
an<* entered the Ellsworth Mr. Condon.
those men of the village who fell In
00<* factory as stenographer
A.
Feb. 9.
the war are Incised in gilt on the drum
ana
anil
bookkeeper, proving an efficient
below the base of the cross.
and
painstaking employee. She was
There is more catarrh in this secThe sacrifice of Old Buckingham is
aken ill Monday of last week, but
tion of the country than all other
ontinued her work through the day, diseases put together, and for years it typical of every British village.
was
supposed to be incurable. Doca-C0Dt'ne<* to Ibe house only tors prescribed
local
and by
~ue8l*ay. The funeral was held constantly failing to remedies,
Long-Lived Superstition.
cure with
local j
i.t
at the
Woodward home at 2 o'clock treatment.
pronounced it incurable.
We wonder whether the Turkish
™s
is a local disease, greatly inafternoon. Rev. R. H. Moyle Catarrh
prisoner who foretold the end of the
fluenced by constitutional conditions
Her father, now em- and therefore
.Ulat'9e'
requires constitutional war by means of the shoulder blade of
’n Boston, arrived here Montreatment.
Hall's Catarrh
Medicine, I
manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., ) a sheep had ever read “Giraldus CamToledo. Ohio, is a constitutional rem- | brensls’
Itinerary Through Wales."
edy. is taken internally and acts
made In the year 1188.
South Surry.
through the blood on the mucous surolney Coggins, recently from San faces of the system. One Hundred
If so. he would have read In ChapDollars reward is offered for any case
ancisco, made a short visit home that
ter XI “that these people (the FlemHall’s Catarrh Medicine fails to
week, returning to Brooklyn. N. | cure.
Send for circulars and testiings of Pembrokeshire), from the in'•
monials.
Thursday.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.Toledo. Ohio.
i
spection of the right shoulders of rams
ercy Kane is very 111.
1
Sold by Druggists. 76c.
which have been stripped of their
Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
-F<,b- 9'
flesh, and not roasted but boiled, can
discover future events, or those which
have passed and remained long una
known."
A footnote tells us that "this curious superstition Is still
preserved In
debased form among the descenda
M-iitie Coast Haddock is scarce, but we can
15c
supply you, lb
ants of the Flemish population of this
A full line 0f all kinds
district, where the young women pracof Meats and Fresh Vegetables.
Trv on
bin,'.made Sausage Meat 3,-ie
tice a sort of divination with the blade
Head Cheese, ;tOc It has no equal.
bone of a shoulder of mutton to disr' Ull(t
ttoae for Ileus.
Live poultry bought. cover who will be their sweetheart.
Highest price paid for Hides.
“It Is still more curious that William
de Rubruquis. In the thirteenth cenparcel post orders oivkn prompt attention
tury. found the same superstition ex
Isting among the Tartars." Now. In
the twentieth century, we find It
among the Turks.—London Chronicle.
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Smith’s Sea Food Meat Market
Fresh, Salt, Smoked and Dry Fish, Oysters and Clams

Water

Street

Ellsworth, Maine

IS THIS YOUR CASE?

Operators

Tepley,

l*;,'

Good Game Promised.
Ellsworth
basket-ball
fans
are
promised a good game for Friday
night of this we6k, when the Ellsworth A. A. will meet the Pine Tree What You Should
Do—Moat SuccessA. A. of Orono.
The Ellsworth boys
ful and Economical Treatment.
will be up against the real thing in
Do you have a feeling of general
basket-ball this time, for the Pine
Tree boys have a reputation behind weakness day in and out? &
your
them.
The line-up for the game appetite poor? Does
your food fail
will be as follows:
to strengthen you and your sleep to
Coady, If
rb, Joy refresh? Do you find it hard to io
Whitcomb, rf
lb, Fortier or to bear what should be
easy?
c
Beverley,
c, Stevens
Have your ordinary duties and cares
Nevers, rb
If, Rounder
O’Conner, lb
rf. Clement become great tasks and burdens?
If so, take Hood’s Sarsaparilla—
Of the Pine Tree line-up, Coady is
a member of the Queen
City A. A. of this great medicine revitalizes the
where
Bangor,
he has made a name blood, gives vigor and tone to all the
for himself
the
season.
present
organs and functions, and is unAnd O'Conner and Verne Beverley
equalled for those who are in any deare also members of the
Queen City gree debilitated or run down. Do not
A, A.
Nevers is a Maine man who
has been making a name for himself delay treatment—begin it today.
To rouse the torpid liver and reguthis season.
Last, but by na means
least, is an Ellsworth boy, Reuel late the bowels take Hood’s Pills.
M hitcomb.
“Clip,” was considered They are purely vegetable.
one of the best forwards turned out
at the local high school, and was
always a hard man to cover.
With
UNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION
the speed of Coady and Beverley and
WALKER D. HINES. Director Genera' of Railroads
the defensive ability of O'Conner,
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
the visitors will have a big three,
while Nevers and Whitcomb will do Corrected to December 21,1919
the caging for the visitors with half
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR
a chance.
PM
PM
The men of the local team have
Bar
been putting in some hard work of
Harbor..lv.1.| fg 40 f4 45
Sorrento.'..
t4 45
late, and are in the pink of condi- ''u'livau.
tion.
Philip Mason, recently returning from Bath, where he has been Mt Desert Fy iv.>tlO 30 f5 45
Waukeag, S Fy. 10 36 5 51
employed, will be wearing a blue and j Hancock..
10 39
5 54
white uniform for the locals on Fri- Franklin Road.
10 47 fd 01
j. 11,03
6 20
day night. The Ellsworth club pre- Wush'gt’n June
Ellsworth.. 11*11
6 27
sents the same team that has been so
Ellsworth Falls
11
17
6 32
j.
successful during the past season. Nicolin...f
11 82 fd 46
Johnston, Mason and Rich wrill be Green Lake... II 43 6 55
Phillips Lake.-.| .fll 52 f7 02
held in reserve.
McKenzie’s... f7 04
There will be a dance after the Holden
12 01
7 09
Brewer June.. 1" 24
7 29
game at the Athletic club hall.
Bangor.ar.fl‘2 3C t? 35

of

Yaquis.

Many of the lost mines of Mexico
the result of depredations of the
Yaqui Indiana. They killed or drove

were

prospectors from the country and obliterated marks of the workings. Thus
many mines, with great possibilities,
were lost.
One of the mines of the Estrella
del Norte Mining company was lost
for many years. The only clue to Its
location was found on an old Jesuit
map. which said ft could be seen by
The
looking from a church door.
church was found and the land dug
up us far as could be seen from the
door, but no trace of the mine was
found.
Later, after the search whs
discontinued, a wall that had been
built at a date later than the map.
fell down and exposed another door.
Men with field glasses, looking from
this door, discovered the old mine.
Many of the churches of Mexico
that cause the world to wonder, because of their architecture and priceless ornaments, owe their existence to
mines. The Baroyeca church, built In
1702. was built from the wealth derived from the Mina Grande mine. In
Baroyeca mountain. Prior to 1850 the
walls were lined with sheets of pure
silver from the mine.
The candelabra. the altar rails and other parts of
the sanctuary were of silver, and the
altar vessels were <«•’ pure gold.

|

|
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GROWTH
value of

OF

HOSPITAL

Such Instttutions

Eyes

in

IDEA

Figures

official report to
the United States department of labor show the astounding growth of the
hospital idea in this country during
the last half-century.
In 1873—less
than 50 years ago—there were in the
United States only 140 hospitals; today there are nearly 9.100—an increase of nearly 0,000 per cent in the
number of institutions.
In 1873 the
total capacity of the then-existing hospitals was 35.453; today the hospitals
of the country have a total capacity
of approximately 809,000 beds—an increase of over 1.000 per cent.
The
amount of money at present invested
in these institutions is roughly estimated at nearly $2,000.000.000; the annual expediture for supplies, equipment. upkeep and new construction is
said to he about $750,000,000.
There is much that is gratifying in
these enormous totals, says nn editorial in the Modern Hospital. Certainly, no stronger testimony could he adduced to show that the people of the
United States are thoroughly converted to the hospital idea, and do not
mean to he deprived of the benefits of

hospital

BORN.

American

Shown by Their Astounding Growth.

Is

in

n

recent

daily prepared journal.

Edward

Carter,

a

Much

Helen had the whooping cough, and
was not invited to her little friend
Margaret’s birthday party, though the
list included all the other children in
the neighborhood. On the morning of
the alfnir the telephone girl might have
overheard the following conversation:
“Hello."
"Hello, is this Margaret Hlllfleld’s
house?”
“Yes.”
“Is this you Margaret?”
“Yes. Who ts this?"
"This Is Helen Marten.
You are
going to have a birthday party today,
aren’t you?”
"Yes.”
I’m all over
“Well. sav. Margaret.
the whooping cough now."
of

“Tenderloin.”

“tenderloin” was origiDaily applied in New York city to the
nineteenth police precinct. The credit
of naming it is attributed to (’apt. Alexander Williams, who was placed in
command of the precinct September
30. 1S76. When lie took charge he
was asked how he liked the change.
the
was
“Great."
response. "I’ve
come from a
rump district (an east
side district) to the tenderloin.” and
tenderloin It has remained ever since.
The newspapers of other cities soon
followed the example of the New York
Journals in so designating similar districts of their own cities.
name

crazy

Jazz music.
Marcella—Indeed.
“Yes. I learned that when I took
her on a sight-seeing trip through the
biggest boiler shop in town the other
connection.”
“1 don’t get
“As sogn as we entered the door
and Gerty heard the terrific din she
grabbed my arm and said. ’Gee. let’s
the

tango.’ "—Youngstown

Telegram.

*7 48

..ar.

PM
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HARRIMAN—McMAHON—At Stonington. Feb. 1, by Rev. Eugene V. Allen,
Miss Mabel G. Harriman of Stonington to Melvin J.
land.

McMahon of

Rock-

MORSE—TRACY—At Sullivan. Feb. 4.
by Clarence Havey. esq.. Mrs. Cora
Morse
of
Cherryfleld to
Howard
Tracy of Sullivan.

j

Portland.Iv.
Bangor.Iv.
Brewer June.
Holden.
McKenzie's.
Phillips Lake.
Green Lake..
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
Ellsworth
.j.
Wash’gt’n June.•.
Franklin Road..
Hancock.

Waukeag,
Mt Desert

U

Fy

Fy.
ar
.j

Sullivan.ar.
Sorrento.
Bar Harbor ..ar.

DIED.
!

CARTER—At North Sedgwick. Feb. 3,
infant
Carter.

son

of

Mr.

and

Mrs.

AM

Boston via
Portsmouth Iv.
*9 00
Boston via
Dover lv.

f5 53

M

A

BANKS —HENDERSON —At Stonington. Jan. 30. by Rev. Eugene V. Allen.
Mrs. Lena F. Banks to Allen H. Henderson. both of Stonington.

A

M

12 30 f 10 05
fft 30 t3 15
5 37
3 21
5 59
3 43
f6 04
f6 06
6 16
f6 26
6 39
6 47
6 53
f7 11

7 20
7 24
t7 30

f8 50
4 00
10
4 23
4 31
4 45
f4 52
5 00
5 03
5 10

f4

t7
t»
t8

60
20.
55
*6 00
AM
PM

Edward

f Stops ou signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily, Sundays included, f Daily, except
Sunday.
S.. widow of John D. Crimmin. forDana c. douglass,
i
merly of Eastbrookr aged 74 years. 7
Federal Manager.
months.
i FRENCH—At
M. L. HARRIS,
Eastbrook/ Feb. 3. Mrs !
Gertrude French, aged 40 years, 11
I
General Passenger Agent.
months. 24 days.
Maine.
1
Portland,
j HAMILTON—At Portland. Feb. 4. Mrs.
j Rhoda A. Hamilton of Ellsworth,

CRIMMIN—At Bangor. Feb. 6. Exilona

aged about 75

j

years.

HIGGINS—At Ellsworth. Feb. 8. Miss
Eleanor Higgins, aged 22 years. 5

PLUM

months.
K EN NISON—At
Rockland. Jan.
30
Bernice, wife of Harold A. Kennison.
aged 22 years.
Sailors’ Snug Harbor. N. Y.
Feb- ^ Capt. Bradley Lowe,
formerly
of Bucksport. aged 82 years.
LLLLAM—At Ellsworth. Feb. 5. Albert
H. Lullam. aged 70 years. 6
months.

H INEST WORK: HONEST

21^ days.
PENNEY—At Bangor. Feb. 6. Selwvn
C.
Penney, formerly of Hancock,
y^ars. 10 months. 14 days.
ORCLTrD—At Franklin. Feb. 0. Mrs.

74 years.8 months.
STAT LES—At Ellsworth Falls. Feb 7
Oscar Staples, aged 60 years. 20

1

Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite and Marble
Monuments, Tablets

!
1

and Markers

Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,

days.’

h. w. DUNN

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.

I

Telephone 173-2.

Subscribe For

The Ellsw orth American
The Payer That Stops Coming When
No more sub
Subs.ription Expires.
scriptiou bills piling up unexpectedly.
You get what you pay for, but the
paper will not he forced upon you
beyond that time.

Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me.

PRICE, 51.50

:

!

DO IT NOW!

over your negatives, pick out
to us with 35
YVe will make an
NxlO
ENLARGEMENT
and send it to you.
Only one to a
customer.
Cash must accompany order.
Tliis offer holds good until Feb14.
YY'e have installed a fine
ruary
new dark-room, and have obtained ihe
services of
MR. H. L. HOOPER
formerly of Ellsworth. YY'e are prepared to do
your

i cents.

favorite, send it

AMATEUR

DEVELOPING

AND

PRINTING,
Send any size roll of film and 25c.
for trial order.
Sizes up to and including Brownie No. 2. 34.•. Others up
to
and including postcard size. 45c.
Add 2c. for postage.
YY'e use only first
grade materials.

Got HALLPRINTS.
They stand for QUALITY'.
Your
ENLARGEMENTS
HAND
COLORED
with pastel colors. 50c. to $1. according to size.
EDWIN O. HALL,
Central

HK

St.,

Ilnngor,

SEEDS~

GARDEN
We

have

some

grown

.turnip,

Choice

11)11)

Carrot,

Maine.

and
R«s*t.

Seeds

name

Ellsworth Steam
All Kinds of Laundry Work.

B ESTEY & CO., Proprietors

State Street.

El la worth. Me

Hardwood Wanted
We are in

the

White

Birch,

Maph

also

Poplar.

Parsnip

Nursery & Seed

Bock

Good Prices, acPleas

till

and

Ellsworth Hardwood Co.
128th YEAK

Co.

NURSE
MISS M. ELIZABETH OfHK.E.S

Tclrphane

Hound

call at our office or addnss

The Old Farmers Almanac

K'lswurtii
.441.3

Subscribe for the American
$1.50 a year in advance

Robert

By

SIKRY, MAINE

Franklin St..

for

Birch,

cording to quality of stock.

Pr.ce 5 cents per packet

1.4

market

Yellow

tested

Cucumber

Hancock Co.

Laundry

NAPHTHA CLEANING

Goods called for and delivered
special attention to parcel post work
M.

and ENLARGING.

!

a year

and address, and a
$1 bill, now, and receive the paper for
eight months, or 50 cents (stamps if
more convenient) for four months.
Send your

Look

j

PRICES

Twenty Years* Experience.

1

CARD OF THANKS.
M e wish
j
publicly to express our sincere appreciation for
I
many kindnesses
during the illness and after the death
of our father and brother. Albert H
i Lullam.
Mrs. Bertha Kettler.
John Lullam.
Ellsworth. Me.. February 9. 1920.

ING

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

LCi,WiE—At
j

over

day.”

06

.;.].
ar.. T9 25; *4 50

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

MARRIED.

*

Address
The Jazz Spirit.
Waverly—Gerty Giddigad is

pm

*1

55j

AM

New York

(Barbara Eliza.)
EVERETT—At Bueksport, Jan. 28, to
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Everett, a son
(Russell Everett).
TORREV—At North Sedgwick. Feb. 5,
to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Torrey, a son.

Convalescent.

so

pm

f5

ter.

This curious newspaper was edited
an official of th
imperial house- j
hold and printed in the imperial printIt was set in special type j
ing office.
and printed on thick Japanese paper,
j
The reading of it did not require a j
great deal of tfnv. for it was of small ]
size and on a single sheet.

by

Origin

Mrs.

_

Paper Has But One Subscriber.
It has been the indexible custom in
the imperial family of Japan, says a
writer in East and West News, to
withhold all newspapers and magazines from its members until they attain their eighteenth year,
hut the
rule was waived in the case of Hirohito, the present crown prince. Four
months before his Imperial highness
entered upon ids eighteenth year hiwas allowed to begin reading a
spe-

The

and

Boston vta
Portsmouth

EMERTON—At Bluellill, Feb 5, to Mr
and Mrs Frank 1" Emerton. a daugh-

care.

Very

Portland.a--..

CARTER—At North S e d gwfck._Feb7~3,
to
Mr.
son.

..

B.

Thomas

For 1920
A necessity in every New
household
Always
15

full

cents

New

of
at

England

timely information
your local dealers

England News Co.
General Distributors

M3 A HCH STREET

BOSTON

*

Children Cry for Fletcher’s

Th
in

Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
use for over over 30 years, has borne the
signature of

and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good ” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

Vvhat
is CASTORIA
harmless substitute for Castor Oil,

r
Castoria

Drops

is a

Paregoric,

Soothing Syrups.

It is pleasant
It contains
neither Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its
age is its guarantee. For more than thirty years it has
been in constant use for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency,
Wind Colic and Diairhoea; allaying Feverishness
arising
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids
the assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural
sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.
and

GENUINE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS'

i

In Use For Over 30 Years
The
rvind You

Have Always Bought

'I

_

Bluehill.
Albert Hinckley has gone to Oklahoma. where he has a position with
the Standard Oil Co.
For
the
third successive year.
Bluehill's efficient tax-collector] W.
E. Stover, has settled in full for the
year's taxes.
The commitment for
the past year was $26,126.78.
The ladies' circle of the Congre
gational church will give a Washington's Birthday supper in the
vestry.
Thursday evening, Feb. 19. All are
requested to come in costume.
Charles
Tucker
is visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Tucker.
The steamer. West Avenue, on which
he recently returned from a
voyage,
w'as sunk by a collision while
entering New York harbor.
Next Sunday evening in the Congregational
Miss
vestry.
Harriet
Sherman will give a talk on some of
the interesting things which she sawin visiting the missions in the far
East.
The morning service will be
in commemoration of Lincoln.
The carriage shed connected with
E.
b.
Grindle s
stable
collapsed i
Saturday under the heavy weight of ;
snow- on the roof.
A covered sleigh j
and buggy were damaged to the
value of about $100.
James A. Garfield post. G. A. R
has
been
invited
to
install the i
officers of Horace K. Duffv
post
American Legion. March 3.
The
new Legion post now
includes members
from
Brooksvilie, Brooklin
Sedgwick and Surry.
Towns
schools' closed Friday.
Pupils of the primary school perfect
in attendance
throughout the term
wereNewton
Chase.
Edward
Clark
Herbert
Clark.
Frederick
Gnndle. Phyllis Hinckley. Arlene
Merrill. Philip O'Brien and Harvard
Robertson.
Feb. 9.
s

!

MEMORIAL

RESOLUTIONS.

The Silent messenger has
once again !
entered our midst and called home
our ;
esteemed brother. George W. Butler

Resolved. That
his
by
passing
Mountain P.ebekah lodge has lost a ;
loyal member, one who was ever
ready
to
lend a helping hand to
those in !
trouble.

Resolved. That we send a
copy of
these resolutions to the wife
and son;
that they be placed upon our
records
a copy sent to the
Ellsworth American
and our charter be
draped in
mourning for thirty days.

1

I

i

Mrs.
Roy Allen arrived home
Tuesday from Boston and New York,
after spending five days in Rockland
awaiting boat service.
The Bluehill Bay Lumber Co. has
started operations on Long island
again, part of the management havReader's Caustic Criticism of
H. O. Staples
ing changed hands.
Modern Heroine.
has sold his interest to B. E. Sylit is understood a difvester. Jr.
ferent grade of work will be carried
on than stave sawing.
They Lack the '*HcmcyM Qualities of
Mellie Closson secured two fine
the Characters in the Pages cf
foxes Friday.
He has secured a
Dicker, is One "hing He
large number of foxes, besides
H : s
North Sedgwick.
other furs, this winter.
Not'
Mrs. Cora Hcnricson. as grange I
Feb. 9.
X.
T
tor Ped’ ary p* ked
lecturer, attended the lecturers' conp the gnyA
<
oi
ly i* nd novel that
patient’s ference at Augusta Feb. 4 and 5.
for re;. cL Ur
Deair
rsal.
part of the week was spent visiting
con
crpane.
Whe*
r v.c confess it
relatives in Portland and Lewiston.
not. \v
Ilu-sea,”
lnquo\«I. “how’s
all desire to to ! ved; however wi
Roy Allen was in Bangor last
the light literature prescription workI week as grand juror at the U. S. may scoff at friendship, we secretly
ing? Good story? Mighty pretty girl district court.
long for friends. P.111 like every othon the cover, anyhow.”
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
er good thing on earth, being liked
by
“Ain’t read it and ain't a-golne to,”
Edgar Torrey this week.
others must in some way tie earned;
declared Ho oa aggressively. '“Girl’s
Owing to the severe storm, no *
has
its price, and must be bought.
county grange was held Friday, to it
pretty enough, but no three hundred
the
disappointment of all. The He who will take no trouble to make
of her dotn’s for me. She don’t
png<
stand the test. They don’t any of ’em. I young people enjoyed a clam stow himself worthy of the liking and reand pleasant evening at the grange gard of his fellows must in llie end
Cover or frontispiece; there’s only two
hall.
find himself lonely.—Exchange.
s4-rts of ’em. and I don’t like either. I I
ain’t porTirk'ler whether they’re tall
oi
short, skinny or dimply, gypsyish
or light complected ; hut I do want ’em
a nice, likable-lookin' sort of humans—
and they ain’t.
You put 'era to the
burton test, and It downs ’em.”
“The button test?
What’s that?*'
asked Doctor Ped bury.
“Oh. I s’pose there’s others.” admitted Hosen, “hut that’s the easiest; Jest
s'pose a feller wants a button sewed on
—wants it right off.
Well, he hangs
his coat on his arm and goes to one
of those girls.
’Gwendolen Gertrude.’
says he. *1 want to wear this coat,
there’s a button off. Can \
fix It ?*
Well—” Hosen displayed the Imperial
beauty on the bonk cover—“jest look
at her, doc.
You know what she says
without me fellin’ ye.
‘Paso slave, begone!' or ’Minion, avaunt!' or ‘Impertinent Kobe, go ask your grandmother!'
or some little thing of that sort. That’s
the general id*e; that’s the way Gwendolen Gertrude looks.
South Deer Isle.
Mrs. Annie Stinson is employed at
Albert ThurloWs, Stonington.
Bertha Lufkin of Deer Isle spent
the week-end with Alta Smith.
Christie Carman and Sara Bye of
Stonington visited the Misses Margaret and Katie Pierce this week.
Ed. and Alfred Dunham of Sunshine have a crew of men cutting on
their wood lot.
Deward Davis and Howard Pierce
shot a fox last week.
Feb. 2.
L.

North Brooklin.
Mrs. Christina Segar is ill of
bronchitis.
Miss Lucia Peabody is critically
ill of influenza.
>. uarles
Pervear is on Long island trying to save a portion of his
weir, which has been torn down bv
ice.
Harold Butler is home from Green
Lake, where he has been employed

driving a team.
Hawley Dow

has completed renairson his new power-boat, damaged by the big storm last fall.
Miss Ethel Lord closed an interesting session of school here on Friday. and has returned to Surry.
Road Commissioner D. R. Giles
was a busy man Friday and Saturday. on Saturday calling out every
available man
here to clear the
drifts, and open up the roads after
the big storm.
Melvin
Closson, while in the
woods fox hunting last week with
his hound, sighted two foxes in the
Hamilton woods.
He fired at both
and, as he supposed, wounded them,
and followed one to its hole.
It being dark, he went home, but returned to the den the next morning
and found both foxes in the den
dead
They will probably net him
about $75. a pretty good day's work.
Eeb. 9.
“Xenophon.'’

i

j
;

j

I
j

j
I

-o-

Prospect Harbor.
The W. F. Bruces entertained at
dinner on Feb. 1 for Mrs. Lovejoy,
Everett Lovejoy and Miss Ruth Havford.
The many friends here of Mrs.
John Shepherd were saddened to
learn of the death of her husband
on Jan. 31. at his home in
Portland.
alter a short illness of pneumonia.
Cole
Ellery
and L. S. Ray returned
Sunday from a week's fishing at
Forbes’ pond, with good strings of
trout and bass.
There was no school Friday on account of the storm, which turned to
a bad ice storm and
continued until
Sunday morning. The like of this
torm we haven't seen for
thirtyfour years.
It cut us off from the
utside world, with telephone
poles
hat and without mail for several
days.
The ladies were busy the first of
t ie week
getting the upper schoolroom ready for the
library and reading room, and are hoping to hav«
everything
ready
the
by
time
weather is suitable.
Feb. 9.
q
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.Aim

tHurt's

hhs

to

ner—cnin

before the pene.

way

trating effects

of

Sloan’*

Liniment
Sr do those rheumatic
twinges and
the loin-amot lumbago, the
nerye.
in: 'animation ot nettritis. the wr\
neck,
the ’riot a rencli, the ligament
sprain
the muscle strain, and the
throbbing
r
liruis**.
J he ease of applying, the qtn
ot relief, the positive results, the cl
anlittess and the cconom' ot
Sloan's
Liniment male it univetsallv prcfe-ma
a
•35c, 70s $1 40

‘"tr

There's a World of Solid Comfort
In the Rich,Red Tin

YES, sir,

we mean

tin that smiles

a

every tobacco store.

that

same warm

red and

welcoming “Howdy”

gold

to you in.

Know what those colors moan?

The red is for the

friendly warmth, the mellow
that
Velvet puts into your old pipe.
cheeriness,
And
the gold is where the
Kentucky sunshine, that ripens
old
has
good
Velvet,
just sort of soaked
through.

I

Remember what

I

Famous American Clipper Ships.
In tile days of the famous clipper
ships, the American vessel was sec:
ond to none, writes Frederick A. Collins in Boys’ Life.
No other country
could build ships at once so staunch
! and so speedy.
Records were established which have never been surpassed hy sailing croft and. even wt'li
the use of steam, were not bettered for
i nearly half a century.
In 1R52 rh»
Sovereign of the Sens sailed 436 miles
In a single flay. The Lightning crossed
the Atlantic in 13 days 26 hours, and
the James Blaine of 2.500 tons made
the voyage from Boston to Liverpool
In 12 days and 6 hours.
Although
America led the way with the first
transatlantic steamship, she allowed
the severe’enty of the seas to slip
At the beginning
gradually from her

—

Sive

up.

head back. eyes shut: handsome critters ; but gosh : who’d want to ask a
favor of ’em?—’less by telephony, so’s
he could drop the receiver quick before
he got an answer.
Well, that’s some
folks’ idee of a lovely heroine. I s’pose
—but it ain’t mine.
“The other kind ain’t so dangerous
lookin’, but she ain’t much more use.
Jest frivolous.
Horsy or kitteny, one
r»r t’other.
‘Elsie Maree, here’s a hr
ton wants .sewin’; s’pose you could do
it?’
Elsie Maree. she laughs pretty
and shows nice teeth and says, pleasant, ‘Why. yes, of course’: only she’s
got engagements up to the middle of
next week, and, anyways, the buttons
she sews ain’t warranted to
stay on
rr.ore’n an hour or so; so maybe, after
all, ’twould he as well to ask somebody else.
Well, that’s Elsie Maree;
and she ain’t my notion of a
lovely
heroine, either.
“Heroines were different when I was
Dickens’ heroines, now; they
young.
was real nice and lovable besides bein’
pretty, and their plcters lookrd It.
That little Dot woman with the baby,
and that Ruth girl that made the beefsteak puddin’«—they’d ha’ stood the
button test all right.
“Goin’. doctor?
fiy. reach me thn*
seed
catalogue off the table fust
won’t ye; and, say. if ye would stop
to the library as ye pass and ask Rill
Hickens for a copy of Nicholas Nickleby—mine’s such bad print ma won’t
let me read it in bed—and bring ft
along next visit. I’d appreciate it a lot
Thank you. doctor!
I thought you
wouldn’t mind.”—Youth’s Companion.

Bluehill Falls.
The blizzard visited this
—“with a vengeance.
The roads were
West Sullivan.
or the war most of her
tonnage was
almost
impassable, but the stuge
-Mrs. Aquilla Bean of Unionville is afloat on the great hikes or engaged
drivers. Mr. Grindle and Mr. Small,
her
'■isitiag
In coastwise traffic anti her
daughter, Mrs, R H
got through somehow.
deep-sea
fleet was small.
Horace Pease of Brook] in made Springer.
Mrs,
Thomas
and
Daly
Austin Chatto a short visit.
daughter
Fred Sylvester of South Bluehill Madeline were called to Franklin
Joys of Tournament Golf.
has finished wiring Ross Colson’s Monday by the illness of Mrs. Daly's
house, and is at work on Lester mother, Mrs. Brown.
Wouldn’t it make you mad If y->n
George
of
Noyes
Presque Isle was ’•■ere entered In a golf tournament ami
Conarv’s.
a recent guest at A. P.
Havey's.
Abram Duffy is working for R O
you started out shooting the little old
Mrs. Henry Bunker. Mrs. A. M.
Chatto.
Weatherbee and Mrs. Harvard Ha- pill down the line. het»er than you
The grocers are having
freight vey spent Thursday and Fridav
ever had and finished
the first nine
in
come now by way of Ellsworth.
It
holes in the lowest s -ore you had ever
makes a long haul and the extra ex- Bangor.
Shirley Bunker went to South made; slipped a little on the second
pense added to the selling price will
1 Couldsboro Thursday for a visit with
be noticed by the consumers.
nine, hut still had a chance to make a
'a'.3
father, Sherman Bunker.
j
^eb. 9.
respectable showing, and then on the
“Crumbs.”
Rev. A. M. Weatherbee spent the
-oeighteen hole In the presence of tin
t
week-end at Lincoln with his parHancock Falls.
j
ents.Mr. and Mrs. Artemus Weather- admiring throng of friends you proceeded to put the pill luto the ditch
There is so much ice in the bay bee.
f'eb. 9.
three times anti take eleven strokes
that the boat makes her trips with
“Une Amie."
difficulty. She hasn't been able to
where five should have been plenty?
get up to Sullivan for over tw»o
Wouldn’t it make you mad?
W est Gouldsboro.
weeks.
Mrs. Elmer B. Eddy was called to
Well, the only consolation we know
Mrs. Bishop is home from Trenton,
Kenduskeag last week by the seri- out of that horrible catastrophe Is tint'
where she has been teaching.
ous
illness of
her mother, Mrs
we remembered even in our rage that
Goldie Martin has gone to Otter
George Pullen.
there were ladies within hearing d’s
Creek to visit her sister. Mrs. Mertie
E. E. Lovejoy. Mrs. C. S. Loveance.
We cattle tip smiling out of the
Harvey.
joy and Miss Ruth Hayford. after a
The school children are the proud few
days in Bangor, returned home ditch, hut we sincerely hope the voting
of
a
Victrola.
The
possessors
Ferry Monday.
woman In the pink gown and the big
Falls and Point schools have been
The many friends of Mrs. Allen
hat who grinned gleefully at us is no
united, forming one school at the S.
Kingsley sympathize with her in mind reader.—Exchange.
Ferry.
the loss of her father, James Frazier
George Martin is in Bangor at- who passed
away at his home in Ellstending court.
Just So.
worth last week.
Dr. Black of Bath, formerly of SulMiss Inez Young is employed at
“What do they mean by rfealtb un
livan. was in town Saturday.
E. B. Eddy’s.
told?’’
Feb. 2.
M.
Feb. 9.
L
"There's no such thing any more.
-o--oEverybody has to make an income tax
Subscribe for the American
Subscribe for The American
statement."
Louisville Courier-Jour$1.50 a year in advanc i
$1.50 Per Year
nal.

place!

DARTING, PIERCING
SCIATIC PAINS

Velvet

Joe

said about it?

“lou vsrr.zi canned meat and
canned music. Ever see any tinned
sunshine?

V Velvet tin.”

Well, look

into any

f
And think this
We don
a

lot of

this,

over:

have to hide Velvet’s taste or smell
with
that and the other
Because

has

naturally

pure

tobacco

c

thing.

Velvet

what

pipe smokers want-real simontaste and fragrance. It’s
just good, honest

Kentucky ieaf, made still more friendly and mellow fc
two years’ ageing in wooden
hogsheads. Just good
tobacco. That’s all But it’s
mighty near enough for

the

man

who wants

a

pipeful of tobacco and not

a

box

of bon bons.

The picture of a pipe on the tin
needn’t keep
from rolling a jim-dandv
cigarette with. Velvet
How’s the Velvet

holding

you

out in your old red tin?

,/•

-the

friendly tobacco

WOMAN’S RIGHT

You Must Do More

Gir'

B'elfn
Following

It is not enough that you
must go
stop the cough, you
and
effect
the
remove
of
back
Thousands
subject
the cause.
to colds and coughs find that

its power to strengthen by
its power to nourish. Better

help

Norwegian cod-liver oil used
lo Scott'# EmuUioo is super-refined
The

in our own American Laboratories.
It# parity and quality is unsurpassed.
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield ,N J. 1^*27

.^.um

f; Just cause

1

e/»r

I]

Catarrh Will Go
j
Help Comes in Two Minutes—Foniplete Itclicf in a Few Weeks.
T>o

go on hawking yourself sick
morning; It's cruel. It's harmful
It’s unnecessary.

!

rv

I

r.-athing Hyomei. the

won-

rid of vile ca- 1
your money back, j
h dosing—just take the lit- i
!
rubber pocket, inhaler that
ach outfit, and pour into |
v
drops of Hyomei. Breathe it
ng to directions.
In two mlnill relieve you of that stuffed
s.
it dally, and in a few
\i should be
entirely free from

:*«

v

you are
ran have

u

not

Hvomrl is a very pleasant
w.iy to kill catarrh germs.
Hyonu-l outfit
to-day. It's
“rug ists everywhere with
quickly and safely end
up.
coughs, colds, sore
ronchitls. or money back:
1
iv'-.
Charles E. Alexander
y you.

>

IONA
indigestion
stomach

s

misery,

■*

ceab..

sour

atom-

»n<l all stomach disease or
Large box of tablets $0
in ail town*

:

Druggists

illEiiail
’J&

C

,utn*|#|i

,u'Mt

The question as to whether or not
trout will rise to flies by moonlight Is
one that has long been discussed In
A number of Adithe Adirondncks.
rondack guides have insisted that they
have taken good catches of trout hy
Others of the
moonlight fly Ashing.
woods brethren, however, have merely
smiled when one speaks of snaring the
speckled ones under the light of the
June moon.
Some fishermen claim to have taken
them that way, while others say it Is
merely a fish story. Apparently about
the only way one can prove It to hls
own satisfaction Is to go some moonlight night to waters where they knowtrout are and try It for themselves.
There is, however, no doubt regarding brown trout taking flies at night,
Arthur
at least not In some waters.
Munsll Malone recently secured seven
fine brown trout from Salmon river,
whose waters were bathed In moonlight nt the time.—Saranac Lake Dally
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^ Meal That’,
Just heat

iudo^"
si ofJ*a M

Always Ready! \
—

<

bca“s:

Slmply

d£‘

j|

<ruc tJiat you have
®-said if you could
Ik* ans
buy < ]
as good as
you can bake r#
H V°U Would do SO?
>3
.1 come
“your dream Ld
true!’
£,

Cn^el.ll"Herc,s
layover hotovdj en^Mm0rCa^“sometimes
a

good"
?,morc
only fair.*’ SUPERBA
^am
aas
,d
ohoays cooked the
Way always uniform.
3
he
distinction, the service store
ad

:d

R

;

J

sells SU^
Beaus, Catsup, Vege- //7\

PpyDS*Ueighborhood
*

ki

Berries, Teas,
c’
flFroits*
Coffee*
ALL SUPERB.
atronize him. Buy by the Case.
8
economical!

and
p

cr!

gj

r

fb
%

^ SUp|R^oothe^be>for your Table.
^
r*-KB

*-1_

Item.

and serve

*

^

For

Four

Years

Conductor

C<x,
^^f^U'Tomlinson
Portland, Maine
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Honor for the Cowbell.
Never again can the cowbell be
looked upon as something merely
bucolic, commonplace and utilitarian,
connoting at best for the city man
memories of Idling away a summer holWhat the cowiday In the country.
bell has meant to the country boy In
early rising to do stable chores, and
tedious hunting through swampy bottom lands for the heifer who appears
to have no homing Instinct It Is rather
difficult to express politely. But now
the despised cowbell has achieved Its
apotheosis, for thanks to the Ingenuity
of a California composer, a set of
them, “covering a chromatic range of
an octave and a half,” was used In
the symphonic music of this year’s Bohemian Grove play.
This, perhaps. In
some small degree makes up for the
fearful contemporary misuse of an
honorable If lowly Instrument by Jazz

bands.

OF ALL “RAINMAKERS”

Secret of Success of Solly Graencup,
Who Is Well Remembered
the
West Was Simple.

Could

Only Work Half Tim*'—Never

Misses an Hour Now.
The remarkable results
being obtained from Tanlac Is further evidenced in the case of Albert
Burgess,
a popular conductor
on the Winnipeg
the vote am] of the war.
Electric
Railway, who lives at 453
The position
Oi woman with
regard to marriage lias Stradbrook avenue. Fort Rouge Mr
entirely changed, and the sooner it Is Burgess called at Uggett’s drug
store for his fifth bottle of Tanlac
recognized the better.
Up till now recently, and made the
nice women have
following
properly not pro- statement:
posed, because it meant
"1 have been so
virtually:
wonderfully bene
'> ill you
"ted by Tanlac that I will never
keep me?”
stop
Now that a woman can
be as inde- praising it,"said Mr. Burgess. "For
the past four years I have not
pendent as a man she need
been
have uo
scruples on that score. “A Girl From able to work but about three days a
week, and have had to spend a good
the War” writes in
the continental part of
my wages trying to get my
edition of the London Mail.
health back.
For eight months 1
In every other direction the
was
I
unable to hit a lick of work and
position
of men and
women, with regard to ! was just barely able to get about. 1
marriage, is equal. It is quite ridicu- suffered with awful pains through
lous that it should be au
my forehead all the time, and also
honorable
tiling in a man to love a woman who had spells of dizziness when I would
have to catch hold of
does not return his
something to
affection, and yet keep from falling.
My stomach finalbo a disgrace to u woman
to love unly got in such bad shape that I could
nsked. A proposal from the man
clears scarcely eat a thing and barely
tile air, and it would he the same
with enough to keep me alive.
What litone from the woman.
tle I did eat soured on
my stomach,
and I suffered terribly from
In the present condition of
gas and
things a
bloating. I took all kinds of mediwoman often wastes the best
years of
but
cines,
still
1
suffered
and
her life on a hope. It would be
could
much
not get myself in shape to work
more
better if she could say In the
begin- than half time.
I
would go for
ning : "I like you, and If you like me weeks at a time without
getting
us much as I like
you, let us spend our more than an hour's sleep a night.
lives together." It would be
My
condition
was
and
I
awful,
didn't
quite simple for the man to reply, If he were know what to do for relief.
"At last a friend begged me to
of a different mind: "I am
try
Of
sorry.
I an lac. and now I wish I
had known
Course, I like you, hut I do not feel like
about it long ago, for it has
really
going into partnership.”
made me feel like a brand new man
The woman would then put him out
I used to suiter with a
dreadful hurtof tier mind and go about her business.
me in
rim nit
after taking Tanlac a short while
Broken hearts heal In time, and it is
this trouble disappeared, and now
Possible that hearts would never get
my
is in such good
shape that
beyond the wounded stage if this plan stomach
i can eat just
I
anything
want
and
were adopted.
never suffer a bit with
gas or pain
There Is a serious reason why It
and my appetite Is so big that I can
should be adopted. Some badly wound- hardly get enough to eat.
The pains
have not only left my head, but all
ed men are feeling much us If they had
changed plnces with the women. They my misery is gone, and I have not
missed an hour from my work since
do not have to say. “Will you keep
me?" when they propose, but what to shortly after 1 began taking Tanlac.
i have also gained several
pounds in
them Is almost us bud, "Will you keep
" eight, but
what I was after was reyourself?"
lief. and. thanks to
Tanlac, I have
found it.
It would be a great relief to many
I
can
now
handle my
work
as
well as when I first got my
a crippled
man in
love If proposals
run
seven
years ago.
It certainly
were taken out of men's hands.
was lucky for me that I
got Tanlac."
In the present circumstances no nice
Tanlac is sold in Ellsworth by E.
girl could bring herself to propose, U. Moore, in Bar Harbor
by West
however willing she is to keep herself,
End Drug Co., in Mt. Desert
by A. C.
however much she loves the man.
Fernald. in Bucksport by R
B
in
Stover,
Bluehill
There Is no need to fear thnt the
by W. I. Partridge
in
Tremont
O.
M.
by
new right would give added license to
Kittredge, in
Brooklin by George F. Gott. in
the other kind of girl.
SedgShe proposes
wick by Jno. W. Paris, in Gouldsnow, although not In so many words.
'-'im by I. McDonald, in
Northeast
Harbor by Chas. N. Small, in Aurora by A. Russell
Mace, in Hancock
Chinese Salvation Army,
by Pamola Grange Store Co
in
A new element has been added to
North Sullivan by Harvey E. Robthe night life of Peking and Tlen-tsln, ertson. in West Brooksville
by O. L.
strange and yet familiar to occasional Tapley, in Franklin by Gott & Hansightseers from western countries. son. in West Gouldsboro by Frank
P. Noyes.—Advt.
The “Chlou Shih Chiin,” or “SaveWorld Army,” Is conducting Its open
air meetings on the street comers of
West Brooksville,
the Chinese cities, and the spectacle
The annual installation of the offireproduces In Chinn a scene that was cers of Cecilia Rebekah
lodge, l.O.O.
equally strange In the great cities of F. was held January 22. The offiSalvaAmerica
when
the
and
England
cers:
N. C, Nellie Mead; V. G.,
tion army first came Into existence. Maud
Farnham; secretary, Maud
Is
for
Shih
Chun"
Chinese
For “Chlou
Perkins; treasurer, Inga Wilson;
Relief Nichols; conductress,
chaplain.
where
the
“Salvation army" in a land
Grace
Blake;
Florence
warden,
language has no exact verbal equivaO. G.. Benjamin Nichols; 1.
lent for “salvation” and must do Its Flagg;
G. Florence Farrow; R. S. N. G.. Carbest by the combination “save-world." rie
Nichols; L. S. N. G., Bessie FarnLess than three years ago the Salva- ham; R. S. V. G., Sadie
Stevens; L.
tion army made Its start In China, S. \ G.,Sadie Gray; R. A. S., Agnes
and a party of forty officers from the Varnum; L. A. S., Ida Farnham.
West tackled the Job of mastering Hattie Tapley, the retiring noble
enough of the language to begin oper- grand, was. presented with a handsome sliver engraved tatting shuttle.
ations. At present there nre five corps
At the next meeting, Feb. 13, there
of the “Chlou Shih Chun" In Peking, will he several
candidates for initiatwo corps In Tlen-tsln, and fourteen
tion.
as
the
scattered throughout
country
The steamer Golden Rod, running
far north ns the border of Mongolia. from here to Belfast, has been taken
off
the route on account of the ice in
Chun"
Shih
In organization the "Chlou
She will go to Camden for
Is identical with the Salvation army the bay.
elsewhere and the Chinese salvation repairs.
Dr. Franklin Farrow, who has been
soldier lives under the same rules of ill of
tonsilitis, is able to be out.
discipline.—Christian Science Monitor.
Feb. 2.
“Tomson.”

Night Fly Fishing.

I

KING

FOR EIGHT MONTHS.

Given an Ingenious wind and an eye
to business, a live man can make money out of almost any old thing.
Perhaps you remember the extraordinary success scored some years ago
by Solly Greencup, the rainmaker. If
not. you can read his record in a portfolio of newspaper clippings collected
a!1 the way from Nome to San
Diego,
from eastern Oregon to western Kansas.

Solly Greencup, Indeed, occupied for
n position unique in the annals
of meteorology. Scientists might doubt
and cynics might scoff, hut whenever
Solly went after the rain clouds he ala

while

always

won.

Greencup

never explained his methods. All the farmers wanted was the
rain. All Greencup wanted was the
With the result both were
money.
satisfied. His apparatus consisted of
a flag pole, an electric
battery, a kite
with a metal tall and an air balloon
filled with a mysterious gas. If scientists demanded the reason for these
contrivances, he shook his head and

Sometimes Greencup would have to
a long time in a
locality before
he could find the exact combination
necessary to coax the wet forces into
action. Sometimes he had to confess
that the drys were too strong for him.
But as soor. as he posted his forfeit
and set up his apparatus the desired
moisture followed in a few days.
Once in Elsinore valley he gave the
ground a good soaking for a pal cry
$2,500, thus saving a $1,000,000 grain
crop. Of course he made a tidy fortune, yet at the time no one considered
his charges exorbitant. And everybody
admitted he was a good sport. As he

stay

grew

wealthy Greencup

himself frills

;

never

gave

assumed the title of
“professor.” These things were afterward remembered to his credit.
A few years ago Greencup went permanently out of the rainmaking business.
In a street car accident he lost
his left foot, which had to be amputated above the ankle. After that for
love or money he refused to experiment with the weather.
When the secret of his success was
finally revealed some carping moralists
colled him make-believe.
He never
claimed, like another famous personin partnership with the
age, to be
Almighty. But at least he had done
something that nobody in the world
had ever done before.
He had capitalized a corn.

fully.

Many Women Are Like This?

Can anything bo more wearing for women than the ceaseless
round of household duties? Oh! the
monotony of it all—
work and drudge; no time to be sick; tired,
can-

ailing, yet
There comes a time when something “snaps” and
they find themselves “ simply worn out,” and to make matters
worse,have contractedscrious feminine disorder which almost
always follows the constant overtaxing of a woman’s strength.
notstop.

I
|
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nor

i tween the planes are six Naper-Lion
Fred Crabtree is in
very poor
health.
His many friends hope for engines, each developing 500-horsepowhis speedy recovery.
er.
Four of them operate two-bladed
Friends of Nathan Bunker of East tractor propellers; two of them fourNewport, formeidy of Sullivan, re- bladed “pusher” propellers.
gret to learn of his serious illness.
Howard Tracy of this town and
Jap Industry Hard Hit.
Cora
Morse of Cherryfield
were
During the war the Japanese zinc
quietly married Wednesday evening
Industry was very prosperous and
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Crabtree, Clarence Havey, esq., offici- large profits were made on ore which
are
exCongratulations
ating.
was imported from Australia and the
tended..
French Indies. The signing of the
Mrs. Susan Hooper, who has been
armistice, however, has dealt a hard
in poor health some time, is gaining.
blow to this industry, and it Is reported
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bowden are reit costs $200 a ton to produce Japceiving congratulations on the birth that
anese zinc, while the market price is
of a son, born Feb. 3.
Miss May Patten, who has been only $187 a ton. It is expected that
caring for Mrs. Clyde Robertson, has this will result In a request for subreturned to her home in East Sulli- sidies and import protection, since the
van.
deposits of Japanese ore are of such
H.
Feb. 9.
inferior quality that competition with
imported ore cannot be met successSubscribe for the American
in advance

How

omllnd

|

a year

i

j

Big Private Telephone Exchange.
The size of the private telephone exchange grows with the erection of
every hotel or office building of any
considerable proportions. The largest
ever constructed
Is that of a New
York hotel which lias been recently
opened to the public. It occupies 3,165
square feet of floor space, having an
operating room 110 feet long by 15
feet wide, a terminal room 30 feet
long and 25 feet wide, a restroom 23
feet by 15 feet and a locker and washroom 30 feet by 14 feet.
The operating force consists of one chief operone
ator,
assistant chief operator,
eight supervisors and 110 attendants.
The switchboard consists of twentythree positions.
Thirteen positions
are equipped with telautographs used
for paging and announcing only.
The
switchboard has a capacity of 3.340
extensions and 180 trunks. The hotel
Winter Harbor.
Miss Ethel Gerrish has gone to
has telephone service in each of its
Richmond, where she has employ- 2,200 rooms, and there are forty public
ment,
She was accompanied by her
booths served by
four
telephone
grandmother, Mrs. E. Keller, who
switchboards connected with the main
will
visit
her sister,
Mrs.
Cora
i switchboard. The following gives some
Banks.
idea of a few of the items which
E. E. Weston attended the assessmake up part of the telephone sysors' convention in Augusta.
Mrs. E. H. Norris has returned
tem: 630 fuses. 1.170 condensers, 2.from a visit in Ellsworth.
400 relays. 5.350 lamps, 38.500 lacks,
Mrs. Laura Grant of Bar Harbor
750,000 soldered connections, 7,926.000
is with her mother, Mrs. Nancy Wesfeet of wire.
ton, for the winter.
Childs
has
George
returned from
a visit in Boston.
Britons Build Biggest Plane.
A. B. Whitehouse has been having
The Tarrant Aircraft Construction
painting and interior work done m I company of Farnborough, England, has
his store.
I just finished building the biggest airMr. and Mrs. Randolph Smallidge
It is a triplane,
plane in the world.
have moved into the Fred Joy house.
the middle plane of which is 1.31 feet
Richard Farrar has purchased the j
,'Uilding formerly owned by Mrs. M. j wide. Above and below this are two
All these
M. Sumner, and will use it as a bar- planes, each 98 feet long.
ber shop and pool room.
planes are 15 feet 2 inches deep. The
Messrs.
Rockwell
and
Farrow, body is 76 feet long (20 feet longer
teachers of the high school, enterthan the biggest biplane), and tho
tained a party of their pupils at the
height is 37 feet. The pilot’s seat juts
home ot' Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Gerrish
out 12 feet beyond the line of the
recently.
The body of the machine replanes.
Feb. 2.
S.
sembles a whale in length and girth,
-owith a great blunt-ended nose.
BeNorth Sullivan.

$1.50

•

ways got ’em.
Moreover he didn’t
work on “the heads-I-win, talls-youlo<ft‘M principle of some other rainmak- !
ers.
Solly Greencup, when he once decided he could produce rain in a given
district, always hacked ills opinion ;
with hard cash. If he asked the farm- !
ers to put
up $1,000 for an Inch of
rain, he put up another $1,000 himself
as a forfeit in case he failed.
And he

..

I Thanksgiving
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UNABLE TO WORK

Among the Inst rights of women to
be fought Is the
right to propose.
It Is the inevitable
consequence of

three or four times daily
works wonders in building up
Scott’s derives
resistance.

fr-

Claim* That Condition.

War Have Mad- old
Ideas Look Foolish.

scorn
EMULSION

let Scott's Emulsion
remove the cause.

TO PROPOSE

I

Then they should remember that there is no remedy lifco
Lydia E. Einkliam’s Vegetable Compound—the experience of these two women establishes that fact;
Cedar RapMs, Ta.—“Aftep tT,o
birth of my last child I had sr.-h
painful spells that would unfit o
entirely lor my housework. I suffered for mom hs and the doctor sniil
that my trouble was organic ulcers
and I would have to have an operation. Tn.it was an awful thing to
mo, with a young baby and four other
children, so one day I thought of
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound and how it had helped
me years before and I decided to
try
it again. I took five bottles of Vegotable Compound and used Lydia E.
Pinkhain’s Sanative Wash and since
then I have been a well woman, able
to take care of
my house ami family
without any trouble ora day’s pain.
I am ready and thankful to swear by
your medicine any time. I am fortyfour years old and havenothadaday’s
illness of any kind for throe years.*■
—Mrs. H. Koenig, 617 Ellis Blvd,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

^^

Ail

Franklin.
Mrs. Lura Thompson spent last
in Augusta.
Mrs. Daley of West Sullivan is
caring for her mother, Mrs. Malvena
Brown, who is seriously ill.
Leslie Bunker
is
seriously ill
in
where
he
Bangor
hospital.
went to be operated upon for appendicitis. Mrs. Bunker expected to
leave Monday for hospital treatment.
Lieut. Harold Gould. U. S. A., recently returned from France, was a
late guest of his sister, Mrs. Boyd
A. Blaisdell.
Lieut. Gould is stationed in Georgia, and has been on
furlough since returning from overseas.

District Superintendent J. H. Gray
a
business visitor in town Friday
Owing to the storm, the
fourth
quarterly conference was
to
postponed
February 25. The
supper also scheduled for same date
was deferred.
The last regular allday-meeting was at the home of Mrs.
Ina Garbett, who, with Mrs. Hardison. was hostess.
Misses Gertrude Bragdon and Feodora Woodworth are reported ill.
Dana Dyer is convalscing from a
serious attack of pneumonia.
Mrs
F. L. Swan and Mrs. L. W. Blaisdell,
who have b-»en ill of pleurisy, are
Mrs. J. H. West is recovgaining.
ering from a bronchial attack.
Quoting from the latest report of
the Franklin board of trade, the following officers were elected: President, W. E. Bragdon; vice-president.
0. H. Sprague;
secretary, D. L.
Tracey; treasurer, H. L. Fernald. A
for
members
will cansoliciting body
vass the town.
It is hoped that
electrical power will be brought into
town eventually, a«d a canvass will
be
made
to ascertain how many
subscribers to lights in the homes
can be secured.
A successful result
would have much to do with securing some industry to locate here.
Mrs. Nancy Smith was a business
visitor
in
Ellsworth
Thursdaj.
Friends of her family regret the
misfortune which befell her daughter Gladys last week when she made
a
misstep while descending the
school-room stairs and fell, breaking
her right arm below the elbow.
The funeral of Samuel Orin Donnell was held at the home Friday
afternoon, Rev. J, E. Blake officiatMr. Donnell was the youngest
ing.
son of the late Samuel P. and Sarah
Bragdon Donnell. He is survived by
three daughters—-Mrs. Benjamin C.
Graves of Northeast Harbor, Mrs.
Frank E. Blaisdell and Mrs. Eugene
Springer of this town. Mr. Donnell
was held in honor by his townsmen,
he being the efficient town clerk for
was

forty
secutively.

years—twenty-two

con-

Earl P. Crabtree, who left
Waltham, Mass., to be present at the
O
S 'aatnnjpun.iS -iaq jo ie.iaunj
Donnell, was storm delayed, and did
not arrive until after the service.
Austin McNeil ana Miss Emilis
Bunker are ill
Mrs. Mary Orcutt died Friday at
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Alden Ryder, after a brief illness of
pneumonia. Sunday afternoon the
Mrs.

My

sister do my work for me as I
not ablo to walk. One day my
aunt came to see me and told me
about your medicine—said it cured
her of the same thing. I took Lydia
E. Pinkhara’s Vegetable Compound
and used Lydia E. Pinkhatn’s Sanative Wash and they have cured mo.
Now I do
my own housework, washing and ironing and 30wing for my
and
also do sewing for other
family
people. I still take a bottle of Vegetable Compound every spring for a
tonic. I recommend your medicine
to others who have troubles similar
to mine and you can use my letter
if you wish.”—Mrs. Paul Papkn-

|

my

was

(

FUSe,1325 Stone St.,Sandusky,Ohio.

worn Out >\ omen

week

over

Sandusky, Ohio.—“Afterthebirth
my baby I had organic trouble.
doctor said it was caused by
too heavy lifting and I would
liavo to have an operation. I
would not consent to an operation
and let it go for over a year, having
of

Should Tako

jj

funeral was held at the Methodist
church, of which she was a member,
Rev. J. E. Blake officiating.
She
leaves, besides the daughter, a son,
Fred, who was called home by her
illness.
Pretty floral emblems about
the deceased evidenced the affection
of friends for her whose life’s work
was
ended.
She was,
indeed, a
quiet home body, faithful in the
tasks that came to her, and she will
long be missed by the many whose
burdens she lightened.
Feb. 9.
B.
-o-

Eastbrook.
widow
of John D.
Crimmin, formerly of this town, died
last Friday evening at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Selwyn C. Penney, in Bangor.
Her son-in-law, Mr.
Penney, formerly of Hancock, died
in the forenoon of the same day.
Both deaths were of pne.umonia,
after an illness of a few days.
Mrs.
Crimmin was seventy-four years of
She leaves three sons and two
age.
daughters—George M. of Bangor,
John D. of Seattle, Lester A. of
Haverhill, Mass.. Mrs. Penney of
Bangor and Mrs. Howard S. Ball of
Hancock Point.
Exilona

S.,

Friends in town of Mrs.
Rosa
Crimmin Penney sympathy with her
in the loss of her husband and her
mother.
Gertrude Jordan French died Feb.
3, death being due to pneumonia.
She leaves a husband and four children, the youngest a baby about two
months old and the oldest a daughter, Mrs. Carrie Hardison, who lost
her husband and baby within little
over a year, and
who has lived at
home and cared for her mother during her last sickness. The family
has the sympathy of all.
Frank Bragdon and wife of Surry
were in town Thursday to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Henry A. French.
Mrs. Hamlin Kingman has gone to
Ellsworth to work for Harold Robinson.

Eugene Clark, who is working at
Machias, spent the week-end at his
home here.
Feb. 9.
“Gem.”
West Eden.
Mrs. Eugene Pettee came home
from the Bar Harbor hospital last

Thursday.

Little Nettie Braley, who has been
ill, is much better.
E. Frost was taken ill a week ago,
and was taken to the hospital at Bar
Harbor last Sunday.
On account of the severe storm, no
mails have arrived since Thursday.
Mrs. Jesse Mayo, who has been
quite ill the past week, is much
better.
Miss Octavia Hamor, who has been
in poor health for some time, was
taken to the Bar Harbor hospital last
Tuesday. Miss Hamor submitted to
an operation Saturday, and is
doing
as well as can be expected.
Feb. 9.
very

-o-
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CHILDREN OPEN INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS ST. VALENTINE'S DAY

PRODIGIES PROVE A PUZZLE
Pathological Expe
count for

lence In

Needy

to

Get Clothing'and Funds for 500,000

Youngsters—Grown-ups
Can Help.

Serbian

England.

Infant

prodigtea are being discovEngland almost daily.
Some
connect this with the psychology of
war.
One of the youthful marvels Is
Pamela Bianco a thirteen-year-old girl
artist, whose drawings were given the
place of honor in an exhibition at one
of the principal London galleries.
Critics dealt with them quit* seriously and said that the w-ork was suggestive of Botticelli and some of the
other old masters.
Pamela Is an
Italian girl who was born In England
and never had taken any drawing lesered

Will Give Parties

*ta Unable to A©*
Their Amazing Preva-

In

What “Slow” Accounts
;

Mean
||

sons.

Picked Up in December—Barefooted, Ragged, Cold and Sick.
Valentine's day, February 14,
be given a new significance this
To American children this time
year.
of celebration has always meant pretty cards, cheery faces, surprises.
This year it will mean all this and
more if plans carry that are being fostered by the Serbian Child Welfare Association. commonly known as the
Serbian Relief Committee of America,
of which William Jay Schieffelin is
chairman.
Serbian children have never heard
of St. Valentine. Probably not a child
In Serbia has ever known the Joy of
hearing the doorbell tinkle delightedly
Valentine's evening nor has one of
them ever run out to find there a bit
of a surprise which says so plainly to
American
"I
children,
count
you
among my friends. Happy Valentine's
St

anything to keep little boys and girls
freezing. The next thing to do
is to get other folks to “give a thought

will

from
to

Since the war began Serbia has lost
than 1,000.000 of her 4,500.000
population. Overcome by the relentless onrush of the enemy, she Is still
more

staggering,

This is what they ask you to do:
Give a party.
Invite your frlende to
come and have a
good time and to

bring a gift—shoes, stockings, dresses,
ooats, boys’ suits, cape, pajamas—just
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
♦
4
4
4
4
4

4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

food

and

who_

have

never

given to this

Because the train that
second day (perhaps) is

runs

every
unable to

provisions and clothing sufficient for the needs of the people, business Is paralyzed.
Scarcity of clothes
at this time of year means death and
disease. Returned workers report that
hardly one child in Serbia has a full
outfit of clothe*, to say nothing of a
carry

change.
Clothes gathered through Valentine
parties or through the personal effort*
of those Interested in helping should
be sent to shipping headquarters, 70
Fifth avenue. New York City. A card
saying that you will give a Valentine
party to help the cause mailed to 287
Fourth avenue will be appreciated.
Upon request suggestions for the parwill be given by the committee;
: ty

REMEMBER THAT

4
COMMITTEE FACTS FOR YOU 4
4
The Serbian Relief Committee 4
of America is concentrating upon 4
child rescue work and has there- 4
fore changed its name to Serbian 4
Child
Welfare
Association
of 4
America with executive offices at 4
287 Fourth avenue, New York 4
city, retaining the former ad- 4
dress, 70 Fifth avenue, for a re- 4
ceiving and shipping station for 4
gifts of clothing, money, medi- 4
cines and other supplies.
4
William
Jaj* Schieffelin is chair- 4
man and the J. I*. Morgan Com- 4
pany is >the depository of the 4
committee.
4
Chachak, sixty-five miles south 4
of Belgrade, is the headquarters 4
and working center of the com- 4
mittee in Serbia.
4
The Chachak district includes, 4
a
of
roughly,
population
500,000. 4
A
number of hospitals, dis- 4
pensaries, preventoriums for chil- 4
dren predisposed to tuberculosis, 4
a cottage colony for children and 4
distributing centers have been 4
opened in other towns adjacent 4
to Chachak and as contributions 4
come in additional physicians and 4
nurses will be sent over qnd other 4
hospitals and dispensaries opened. 4
Prominent Committee members 4
are
Mrs. Oliver Harriman, Dr. 4
Albert Shaw, Mine. Jean Jusse- 4
rand, Charles R. Crane, Morris 4
Francis ligan and Charles Scrib- 4

1. Serbia lost over 1,000.000 lives or
one-fourth of her population in the
war;

2. There are more than 500,000 children In Serbia in need;
3. Serbia had a crop of wheat, but
transportation facilities are so poor
there is no way to get It to the children in the hills. Plain bread is not
a good diet for the sick
anyway;
4. There is no medicine in Serbia for
the treatment of the 111 but that which
is supplied by the Committee or other
welfare organizations;
5. Houses are gone; clothes have
ceased to be manufactured; Serbia is
cold—about as cold as Boston In winter, and death is Imminent to thousands this year;
6. All you are asked to do is to
give
a Valentine party to which
you will
invite your friends to bring clothes,
dimes, dollars or birthday pennies;
7. Shoes are almost unknown in
Serbia now. More than 1,000,000 little
feet will remain cold and bare this
winter unless you help;
8. Twenty cents a day, six dollars a

month,

or

$72

a

year

will suve

a

in Serbia.

life

SERB WAR LOSS HEAVY.
Proportionately

Greater Than That ot

Any Other Country,

Much has been said of the losses
from the war in Belgium. Serbia
prob
lost more In proportion to her size
+
+ 1 ably
and population than any
country in
♦ * + + * + ■!■ + + + + **• + + + +
Europe.
4 ner.

+

PITIFUL PLIGHT OF

SERBIAN ORPHANS
Commissioner William J. Doherty,
who returned recently from Serbia,
where be went to oversee the work of
the Serbian Child Welfare Associa-

tion, reports that

he

found

orphanage where -M) children were living shoeleas. stockingless, thinly clad, trying
an

In a barn-like building that
glass In the windows. The be-la
were
bags stuffed with straw, and
bedding was so scarce that a turn n
the night of one child In the center or

to

exist

had

the

no

left ffie end one completely unexcept for his few street
clothes, which he always had to wear
to bed
row

covered

j1

The following will serve to
give
those who have not made a
study ol
the conditions in Serbia some idea
of
what the world war might have meant
to America had not such
gallant little
countries as Belgium and Serbia stood
between this country and the
enemy.
Losses expressed in dollars tan
something like this: Manufactured

goods, $150,000,000; furniture

and

ma

i chinery, $80,000,000; Jewelry, $6,000,000; Serbian silver coin, $6,000,000
three harvests. $320,000,000;
requisi
tlons and damage to private concerns

$160,000,000.
Live

stock

losses

were:

Horses

130,000; sheep and goats, 6,000,000
pigs, 2,000,000; cattle, 1.300.000.
Besides these, there were the in
evitable and inestimable losses in hos
pltals, schools, public buildings, rail
roads, wharves, boats, factories, and ir
human life half the
taxpaying citl
zens.

in

delay

ThEY

ACCOUNTS

mean

something

more

than the

mere

matter

MEAN DUPLICATION OF EFFORT, the maintenance of records

and additional offlcework that would be unnecessary if such accounts
paid within the reasonable specified time.

But
|

MOST OF ALL

they

mean

that

effort

from

your

telephone

service,

is

were

which might be devoted to

necessary tasks essential to the comfort, convenience and

derive

of

receiving payment of bills.

wasted

efficiency that

you

should be

what

on

unnecessary tasks.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE

Opportunities Offered In Abyssinia Are
by No Means Likely to Be Long

AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Overlooked.

J. C.

without

clothes, unable to comprehend what
has happened.
During the past week more than
15.000 Valentine cards requesting that
each recipient give a Valentine party
for plucky little Serbia have filtered
through the mails going out from New
York City and Into the homes of many
persons
cause.

“Slow”

AMERICANS WILL BE THERE

(lazed, blinded, crippled,

without

diseased,

day."
So because there are 500,000 homeless. tired, sick and forlorn little children
in
Serbia this year without
clothes or nourishment, the Serbian
Child Welfare Association, with headquarters at 287 Fourth avenue, formerly 70 Fifth avenue, headed by such nationally known women as Mrs. Oliver
Harriman. is asking that children and
parents in America give St. Valentine’s parties for the benefit of Serbian
orphans and children who for seven
years have been without the bare necessities of life.

Serbia” so that many will send doof money and clothes.

nations

Ronnie Routledge. four, little more
than a baby, whose parents knownothing of music, has enjoyed six
months of tuition on the violin.
At
the Grimsby College of Violinists recently he outranked 43 competitors,
most of them in the twenties, and
scored 119 points in a possible 120.
Professor Danton describes him as a
miracle.
Little Robbie Day. aged seven, of
Brighton, son of a motor mechanic,
has wonderful powers of clairvoyance,
according to the Weekly Dispatch.
Blindfolded, he described a number of
articles.
These included a treasury
note (giving its color, numbers and
writing on the back), the color and
texture of a piece of fabric he had
never seen, the correct answer to a
complicated sum in mental arithmetic
and figures written down at random.
After five minutes’ test he complained of feeling icy cold. 'T just see
little pictures and I just say them,*’ Is
Bobbie’s explanation.

After his visit to the United States
of the Abyssinian visitors admitted that he knew now why there were
no Americans In Abyssinia.
As he had
seen him at home, the American, so
the stranger from Abyssinia decided,
is not given to slow and tedious traveling. He wants to get about quickly,
and Abyssinia, with nothing faster
than a pack mule, offers no inducements of rapid transportation.
"That.
It seems," said the Abyssinian, “has
the
American
man
of
onr
out
kept
It is too bad.
We need
country.
bridges like yours, we need streets like
yours, and we need men like yours to
direct the building of them.” Commercially and Industrially, however, the
truth probably is that Abyssinia has
not been “discovered." and when that
happens the American man will come
and build his own rapid transportation.
The mere statement that the
capital, Addis Abbeha, is a city of
some 40.000 inhabitants and no railway connection with the outside world
Is
a
temptation.—Christian Science
Monitor.

WHITTEMOBE, Manager.
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SHARK TO FURNISH LEATHER
_

Investigation Has ?hown That Skin
Sea Monster Has a Very Def-

of

inite Value.

Although the personal popularity of
sharks Is not likely soon to Increase,
their existence will be more complacently accepted if the work already
done through the agency of the United
States government continues its progress toward proving sharkskin a
good
substitute for leather. The effort was
begun in 1916, and it has been 9hown
that the skin of a shark can be tanned
by newly discovered processes with a
result much like a superior grade of
leather. Commercial tanneries are beginning to turn out the product. Shoes
made of it are being worn; and, like
the pig, of which everything is utilized
but the squeal, the shark has been
found generous in by-products.
The
>ureau of standards is now experimenting with shark leather to determine its
durability, tensile strength, and wearing and water-resisting qualities; but
enough has been done to Indicate that
many persons in the future will go shod
in shark leather, and that only those
who are told will know the difference.

Birds Have Right of Way.
Fowl have the right of way in air.
warns the director of military
aeronautics. This is Justice Indeed, since
birds flew first.
But this is not all.
Recently many
towns along the Atlantic coast have
been visited w-lth dead bird showers.
Aviators flying by a town would see a
flock of wtld fowl coming their way.
They would set their machine guns
and let the bullets fly.
Presently a prominent citizen walking below would be hit with a large,
bloody bird. He complained to the
How Bridges Breathe.
town, and the town complained tc the
Like us mortals, big steel bridges
department of agriculture. Then the
federal migratory bird law between | feel the changes in the weather, and
1
must be built to withstand them, or
the United States and Great Britain
! perish.
was referred to, and it was found that
In the heat of summer a bridge Is
shortring birds from airplanes Is un; appreciably longer than It Is In winter,
lawful.
! and at various times of the year It
may be longer on one side than on the
The Wrong Man.
! other, as when a hot sun plays on one
When I was an eighteen-year-old
flank, and a cold wind on the other.
girl I was keeping house in my mothThe “breathing apparatus” of a
er's absence and received word from
bridge consists of rollers under the
an old friend of the family, of whom
feet at one end so that the end can
I was very fond, that he was to be our
move to and fro freely according to
guest for a day or two. Toward evethe expansion and contraction of the
ning when the doorbell rang I told
huge girders.
onr little colored maid to answer it
Provision Is made In the case of the
and show Mr. Blank into the living
Forth bridge for as much as two feet
room.
of "breathing" of the Immense canti1 rushed into the room which was
levers.
half dark, some minutes later and
threw my arms around the gentleman
High Temperature May Mislead.
who rose to greet me and kissed him
High temperature does not always
soundly only to hear a strange voice
mean fever, for the body heat may be
say. "I called to see if I could interest
Increased by exercise or eating, and
you in a wonderful set of books I am
a rise of as much as 1.3
degrees Fahshowing today.”
renheit has been traced to mental work.
I backed to the light and turned It
Dr.
F.
B.
of
Wynn
Indianapolis reports
on to view a perfect stranger—a book
that drafted men before examination
agent. But Mr. Blank’s timely arrival
showed an average rise of 0.3 degrees
Just then saved a little of my embar
from the anxiety and suspense, with a
rasslng explanation.—Chicago Tribune.
corresponding depression below normal after examination. In 40 nurses
Triple Tone Electric Bell.
the fall after examination averaged
Three separate and distinct sounds
0.6 degrees. The psychic rise plus the
are given by an electric bell which opdaily elevation may lead to false conerates on ordinary lighting current by
clusions If the physician Is not caremeans of a transformer.
In the home
ful.
the bell caa be connected with pushbuttons Installed at three different
His Mistake.
doors—front, kitchen and side, for exFlatbush—You know my wife and
ample. When one button is pressed
her sister look very much alike.
a clear ring results, when the second
Bensonhurst—Oh, is that so?
is operated a buzz is produced, and
“Yes. Why. the other day I got a
when the third button is pushed a
seat In a crowded trolley car, and
combination buzz and ring results. In
when I got off my sister-in-law was
the office or shop this bell will prove
also getting off the same car and she
most useful, since it can be- used to
gave me Hall Columbia for not getcall three different persons without
necessitating them to count the num- ting up and offering her my seat”
“Well, why didn't you offer her your
ber of rings, as must often be done
seat? Didn't you know her?”
when the customary signaling Is em“No, I didn't. I really thought It
This bell
has no contact
ployed.
points to burn out and no batteries was my wife!”—Yonkers Statesman.
to replace.
-oSubscribe for the Americas
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Brook] In.
Oscar Ford Is very ill of pneumonia in a hospital in Boston.
His
father. Warren Ford, left for Boston
last week.
Hon. A. E. Farnsworth left last
Sunday for a trip West, as far as
Pearl. Idaho.
Miss Musa Dollard. who has been
visiting at Sedgwick, is home.
Naskeag lodge. F. and A. M., held
its installation Wednesday evening.
Jan. 28.
Officers were installed by
P. M. Dr. F. S. Herrick, assisted by
P. M. T. C. Stanley as marshal.
Befreshments were served.
George Cutlilf. who has been in
the northern part of the State, is at
home.
A great many additions and Improvements are being made to Dr. G.
A.
Waterman's summer home on
Bat ion's ridge.
Fred Allen is the
contractor.
Schools in the village and at Naskeag have been closed on account of
scarlet fever in the families of Harvey Wells. Sam'l Wardwell end Sidney Black.
Paris Hinckley, who has been visiting Karl Batcheler, has returned to
the navy.
Feb. 9.
"Une Femme."
Penobscot.
Owing to the severe storm of Friday. Feb. 6. there was no meeting of
Penobscot chapter. O. E. S.
The
next meeting will be Feb. 20.
All
new officers are
especially urged to
be present.
All rural schools closed Fridav for
the winter recess. In the Bay school.
Miss Rilla Leach, teacher, there were
closing exercises.
Arthur Leach -returned last week
from the Maine woods.
George H.Wardwell has purchased
the Alma Gray house, and will move
it to a lot which he has bought of
Mrs. Annie Davis.
S. F. Wardwell has purchased the
F. W. Bowden house and blacksmith

Surry.
David
Keyes
returned
home
Thursday.
Sterling Anderson lost a horse last

week.
G. Elmer Kane is spending a few
days at home.
l-eon C. Lord returned to Boston
Monday, to join his ship.
Ethel Lord returned Monday from
North Brooklin. where she has been

teaching.
There will be a supper in the
grange hall Feb. 16. for the benefit
of the library.
Feb. 10.
L.
———o-

West
A

Sullivan.

quiet wedding took place

home

of

Mr.

and

Mrs.

K

at

the
H.

Springer

Saturday evening, when
their youngest daughter. Helen and
Alphonso Frye of Camden were married.
Theceremony was performed
by Clarence Havey. esq. Only the
immediate relatives were present.
The bride Is one of the most popular

young ladies of West Sullivan
The
many friends of the couple extend
best wishes.
Mr. and Mrs. Frye
left Monday for Bath, where the
groom, an ex-service man. ha- em-

ployment.
Feb. 10.

"Une Aniie."

South Penobscot.
The children of the Baptist Sunday school gave a pleasing entertainment in Bagaduce hall Jan 28.
Much credit is due the primary
teacher. Mrs. Esther Grjndle.
Pro-

ceeds, $17.
Fred Bridges and wife are receiving congratulations on the birth of
a boy.
School closed -Friday.
The children had a sale of fancy articles and
candy in the evening. Proceeds. $10.
Mrs. Gage Grinale has gone to
*° care

Feb. 9.

f°r her mother, who is

L.
-—o—;%
Partridge Cove.
Mrs. Alice Burkhart and two chil*
Waltham.
Mrs. A. S. Jordan, who has been ; dren, Esther and Jessie, who have
visiting in Bangor and Brewer, is been boarding at Henry Bartlett’s,
returned to New York Wednesday to
home.
join Capt.
Mrs. Rosie Bragdon of
Egypt has home from aBurkhart, just returned
been visiting her parents, Mr. and
long foreign trip.
Feb. 9.
Mrs. A. S. Jordan.
“Hubbard.
Aiden Haslam is suffering
from
a badly cut thumb.
Bird Deadly Enemy of Files.
Lenore Kenniston of Amherst is
The Wilson warbler Is the champion
visiting Miss Isabel Jordan
Agnes Rankin, Beatrice Giles and fly-catcher of the United Stated His
method of getting most of his food i*
Mrs. Herman Jordan are ill.
Hollis Jordan has moved out of the to dash out from the limb of a tree
wood.s
and snatch passing InfCects on the
Theron Haslam has gone to work wing. He catches
other Insects which
on the Maine Central
are
railroad.
flitting about or sitting on the
—-ofoliage or blossoms of the trees. You
Sargentville.
will often find these little birds In
Cole of Nort& Brooklin
Florence Mason of South apple trees when In bloom. Their olive
green and yellow plumage harmonizes
Bluehill have been guests of Mr.
and
Mrs. F. J. Sargent.
with the green leaves of the trees.
Charles Kane, who is employed in The male bird has a black crown patch
Portland, is at his parental home on the top of Its head, while on the
here.
female this cap Is greenish like the
The snow was so deep in the
roads back. This bird Is fount!
throughout
ounday that it was necessary for
the eastern United States, but winRufus Hinckley and
George Higgins, ters in
"1th ox-teams, to break the
Central America.
road.
Notwithstanding the snowstorm of
Thursday evening, a goodly number
Modem Cave Dwellers.
attended the supper given
by the
It is an old story that caves were
chapel circle. After supper, an enthe earliest human habitations.
But
tertainment was enjoyed
within historic times they have bee*
Feb. 9.
•■sim."
commonly used for the purpose. Where
N ORTH ELLSWORTH.
not provided by
nature, they have
Mrs. Howard Mitchell is
suffering been dug out of rocks when the latter
from an abscess in the throat.
were soft enough to admit of easy exS. W. DeWitt was at home
from
cavajion—as, for Instance, in CappaMattawamkeag last week.
docia. where small hills have been conRussell Nason, while
operating his verted into apartment houses wi?b
sawmg machine last week, had hi.
right hand pushed against the saw, many floors, each furnishing tju.ir era
receiving a bad cut on the side of the for a family.
hand.
o
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